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INTRODUCTION

One of the techniques for testing the validity of a learning hierarchy was carefully examined. This validating technique, called MAX, was developed by Owston. The maximum likelihood method for parameter estimation was used in the MAX technique.

With computer simulated data, the performance of the MAX technique was compared (by Owston) with that of other validating techniques. It was claimed that the performance of MAX was consistently better.

However, a number of weaknesses were identified in the original procedure for applying the MAX technique. These weaknesses are described near the end of the first chapter, after a brief review of the development of the MAX technique has been made.

Because of the weaknesses in the original procedure, modifications to this procedure appear necessary. Two modified procedures were developed and are discussed in Chapter II. These two procedures are basically the same as the original procedure, except that, the consequence of
ignoring the weaknesses is considered. The design for data collection is similar to that used in the original study. Computer simulated data are also used in this study. The results obtained from using the two modified procedures are presented and discussed in the last chapter. Some technical details involved in this study are shown in appendix A to E.
Chapter I

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The concept of learning hierarchies has been used in different areas in the field of education. Among the techniques available to validate the logically derived learning hierarchies, Owston (1978) demonstrated that his MAX technique performed better than other techniques. However, there are some weaknesses in his application of the technique that may have biased the research findings.

In this chapter, after a brief review of the concepts relating to learning hierarchies and their validation methodologies, descriptions are made of the MAX technique and the general design of Owston's study. Then, weaknesses of the technique are discussed. In the last section of the chapter, the research problem is discussed.

1.1 LEARNING HIERARCHIES AND THEIR VALIDATION

A learning hierarchy is a network of well-defined intellectual skills organized into levels, with the terminal skill(s) at the top level and subordinate skill(s) at the lower level(s); any subordinate skill is hypothesized to be
a prerequisite to the directly connected skill(s) in the higher level(s). The simplest (Durell, 1974, p. 4) learning hierarchy consists of two levels, with one skill in each level. A complicated hierarchy may be composed of numerous connected pairs (Owston, 1978, p. 20 and White, 1974, p. 61) of skills, each pair being equivalent to the simplest hierarchy.

The concept of learning hierarchies as networks of prerequisite relationships of intellectual skills was first introduced by Gagne (Gagne, 1962 and Gagne & White, 1974, p. 19). Uses of the concept are reported (Durell, 1974, p. 1 and Owston, 1978, p. 8-10) in the designing of individualized instruction, mastery learning sequences, computer-based instructional systems, and in subject areas (Gagne & White, 1974, p. 21) such as mathematics and science, where quantitative skills are essential.

To generate a learning hierarchy, a curriculum designer begins with the terminal skill(s) to be learned and asks the question (Gagne, 1962, p. 358) "What would the individual(s) have to be able to do in order that he(they) can attain successful performance on this task (skill expressed in behavioral terms)?". The answer to the question leads to the identification of immediately prerequisite skill(s). By reapplying the question to each of those newly identified
skills not yet possessed by the individual(s), subordinate skill(s) of lower level(s) are derived. The questioning process is repeated on the derived skills until (Cotton et al., 1977, p. 190) the last identified skill can no longer be decomposed into simpler prerequisite skills which are not already possessed by the prospective learner(s).

For the simplest learning hierarchy, the process of its generation is as follows: On applying the question to the terminal skill, the curriculum designer can identify only one prerequisite skill the individual(s) has(have) to learn. On reapplying the question to the prerequisite skill, he finds that the prospective learner(s) does (do) not need to learn other subordinate skills for the attainment of the prerequisite skill. The process of questioning will stop, with two skills being in the learning hierarchy.

There is no certainty that hierarchies, derived by using the above procedures, are valid (Durell, 1974, p. 2.). Two approaches are available to test the validity. The first approach is based upon the assumption that in training a learner on a certain skill, his training on an immediately subordinate skill will lead to positive transfer (Gagne 1965, p. 233 and Gagne, 1968) to the learning of the present skill. The second approach is based on the performance patterns of the learners. It involves utilizing the
performance pattern to test the hypothesis that, except by chance, learners cannot be successful in answering questions on a certain skill if they are not successful in answering questions on the prerequisite skill(s).

The first approach requires (White, 1973, p. 373) setting up a large number of experimental groups and instructional interventions even for a fairly simple hierarchy to be validated. For example, a hierarchy consisting of three skills may require setting up 3! (or 6) experimental groups; a hierarchy of k skills may require k! groups. Hence, this approach is not commonly used. The second approach is less rigorous than the first one in ensuring positive transfer of learned capacities to a skill from its immediate prerequisite skill(s). However, due to the practical importance of requiring less time and instructional intervention, the second approach is widely used (Durell, 1974, p. 2 and White, 1973, p. 373).

Two classes (Owston, 1978, p. 29) of techniques for validating learning hierarchies may be identified in the second approach. They are deterministic techniques and probabilistic techniques. Deterministic techniques (White, 1974, p. 65) have one or both of the following types of short-comings. These shortcomings include the ignoring of errors of measurements in analysing test results of the
learners, and judging the criterion of skill possession in terms of the number of test items answered correctly.

White & Clark devised a probabilistic technique (White, 1974, p. 64 and White & Clark, 1973) which is free from the above short-comings. This technique is useful for validating two-skill learning hierarchies (the White & Clark Model of learning hierarchies; to be discussed in the next section). However, the White & Clark technique has been criticized (Owston, 1978, p. 62) as being weak in the estimation of parameters contained in the White & Clark Model. Information available for parameter estimation has not been fully utilized in this technique.

Owston (1978, p. 62-79), using some of the assumptions of the White & Clark Model, developed a probabilistic validating technique, called the MAX technique. This technique involves using the maximum likelihood method for estimating population parameters.

No matter whether it is a deterministic or a probabilistic technique, there may always be decision errors (Owston; 1978, p. 29-30) involved in using the technique. For a hierarchy that is valid, the application of a technique may lead to an indication of invalidity. For an invalid hierarchy, the result from applying the technique may cause the researcher to think that the hierarchy is valid.
Owston considered that the accuracy (Owston, 1978, p. 107) of a technique may be judged by the extent of its simultaneously satisfying predetermined probabilities for each type of decision error. The emphasis on simultaneity may be explained with an extreme example; a technique that indicates correctly all the hierarchies that are valid and indicates incorrectly all the hierarchies that are invalid would be useless as would one that performs in an opposite manner.

In trying to establish the accuracy of a technique or to compare two or more different techniques, one more complication exists; in real life, one never knows whether a derived hierarchy is valid or invalid, for if the underlying validity were known, no testing would be required (Durell, 1974, p. 3). Computer simulation provides a means of generating simulated learner performance patterns related to hierarchies of "known" validity. With computer simulation, the researcher can determine the validity of hierarchies by specifying population parameters. Also, he can easily vary the size of samples, size of measurement errors, difficulty levels, validity of the hierarchy, etc..

Using computer simulated data, Owston (1978) studied the influences of measurement errors, skill difficulty levels and sample sizes on the accuracies of the MAX
technique, the White & Clark technique, and two (Owston, 1978, p. 81-82) deterministic techniques, the Walbesser Ratios and the Difference Ratio. The learning hierarchies Owston generated were the simplest (Owston, 1978, p. 20 and White, 1974, p. 65) ones with only two skills involved. Based on his findings, he concluded (Owston, 1978, p. 141) that the MAX technique was more accurate than the other techniques over different skill difficulty levels, measurement errors and sample sizes commonly encountered in research.

To have a better understanding of the MAX technique, it is important to know the White & Clark Model upon which the MAX technique is based. It is also important to have an understanding of Owston's experimental design used in testing the accuracy of MAX. In the next few sections, the White & Clark Model and the MAX technique will be described, followed by a critical review of Owston's study and his technique.

1.2 THE WHITE & CLARK MODEL

White & Clark developed a probabilistic model (White & Clark, 1973 and Owston, 1978, p. 53-62) to test the validity of a hierarchical connection between a pair of skills, called skill I and skill II, with skill I being the subordinate skill. Two test items were used to test each skill. Measurement errors were considered.
In a population of students four mutually exclusive groups can be formed. The four groups, respectively, contain students who possess, neither skill I nor skill II, only skill I, only skill II, both skill I & skill II. The corresponding proportions of students within the population are denoted by \( P_0 \), \( P_I \), \( P_{II} \) and \( P_B \).

For skill I, the two test items are assumed to be very similar to, but independent of, each other. This means that, for any student, the chance of correctly answering the first item is the same as the chance of correctly answering the second item; however, the actual outcomes (correct or incorrect) of answering the two items, are independent of each other. This is also true for the two items measuring skill II.

Based on the above assumption, probabilities of correctly answering the test items may be associated with each student in accordance with his state of skill possession. For a student who possesses skill I (he is either from the \( P_I \) or \( P_B \) group), his probability, of correctly answering each of the two independent skill I test items, is indicated by \( \theta_a \). For a student who does not possess skill I (he is either from the \( P_0 \) or \( P_{II} \) group), the corresponding probability of correctly answering each of the two skill I test items is indicated by \( \theta_b \). Similarly, two
probabilities are related to skill II test items. For a student who possesses skill II (he is either from the $P_{II}$ or $P_B$ group), his probability, of correctly answering each of the two independent skill II test items, is denoted by $\theta_c$. For a student who does not possess skill II (he is either from the $P_0$ or $P_I$ group), the corresponding probability of correctly answering the two items is denoted by $\theta_d$.

Note that $\theta_b$ and $\theta_d$ are related to the measurement errors of correct guessing on skill I and skill II test items respectively. Furthermore, note that $(1-\theta_a)$ and $(1-\theta_c)$ are related to the measurement errors of blundering (failing to answer correctly when possessing the skill), respectively, on skill I and skill II test items.

With the four population proportions, $P_0$, $P_I$, $P_{II}$ and $P_B$, and the four probabilities of obtaining a correct answer, $\theta_a$, $\theta_b$, $\theta_c$, and $\theta_d$, the White & Clark Model can be formed. Table I shows the model which contains nine cells and the corresponding theoretical probability functions associated with each cell.

Corresponding to the theoretical model shown in Table I, a 3x3 table of observed response patterns can be obtained from a sample of students who respond to the skill I and skill II test items.
**TABLE I**

Probabilities of Members of the Sample being Classified in Particular Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions correct</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cell 1</td>
<td>cell 2</td>
<td>cell 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill II</th>
<th>cell 4</th>
<th>cell 5</th>
<th>cell 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>cell 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>cell 8</td>
<td>cell 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reproduced from White & Clark (1973, p. 77);

a, b, c, d, e, f are marginal frequencies.
Using the theoretical model and the observed 3x3 table together, it is possible to derive useful relationships for inferring validity of the learning hierarchy characterized by the population.

The MAX technique, to be described next, is one of the validating techniques based on the White & Clark Model of two-skills learning hierarchy.

1.3 THE MAX TECHNIQUE

The MAX technique (Owston, 1978, p. 62-79) consists in producing an interval estimate of the parameter $P_{II}$, which is the proportion of the population that possess the superordinate skill without possessing the subordinate skill. For a valid hierarchy $P_{II}$ is equal to zero; for an invalid hierarchy $P_{II}$ is larger than zero (but less than 1). The estimation is obtained through the application of the method of maximum likelihood. If the confidence interval includes zero, it is concluded that the hierarchy is valid, otherwise it is concluded that the hierarchy is invalid.

In the White & Clark Model, of the eight parameters $(P_0, P_1, P_{II}, P_B, \theta_a, \theta_b, \theta_c, \theta_d)$, only seven have to be estimated because $P_B$ can be expressed as $1 - (P_0 + P_1 + P_{II})$. For convenience in deriving formulae to show the estimation process, new symbols are used such that $P_0 = \theta_1, P_1 = \theta_2, P_{II} = \theta_3, \theta_a = \theta_4, \theta_b = \theta_5, \theta_c = \theta_6, \theta_d = \theta_7$. 
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It is assumed in Rao's approach, as presented by Owston, that in a random sample of \( n \) subjects, the observed frequencies in the nine cells in Table I happen to be \( (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_8, f_9) \). The probability of occurrence of such an observed pattern can be expressed as a multinomial distribution function called the likelihood function \( (L) \).

Symbolically,
\[
L = \frac{n!}{\prod_{i=1}^{9} f_i!} \prod_{i=1}^{9} p_i^{f_i} \tag{1}
\]

where \( 0 < f_i < n, \sum_{i=1}^{9} f_i = n \), and \( p_i \) is a function of the seven parameters, \( \theta_1 \) to \( \theta_7 \).

The seven parameter estimates that maximize \( L \) are called the maximum likelihood estimates (m.l.e.) of the parameters.

To simplify the derivation, the natural logarithm \( \log L \) is used; since it is a monotonic (Owston, 1978, p. 66 and Allendoerfer & Oakley, 1963, p. 209) increasing function of \( L \), the estimates that maximize \( L \) will also maximize \( \log L \). To find the m.l.e. from \( \log L \), a scoring method can be used. Corresponding to the seven parameters to be estimated, there are seven efficient scores, the \( j \)th efficient score (Rao, 1968, p. 302-305) is defined as the partial derivative of \( \log L \) with respect to \( \theta_j \), that is
\[
S_j = \frac{\partial \log L}{\partial \theta_j} \tag{2}
\]
\[
\frac{\partial \log L}{\partial \theta_j} = \sum_{i=1}^{g} \frac{f_i \beta_i}{p_i \beta_i} \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, 7 \quad (3)
\]

Theoretically, by setting the seven efficient scores in equation (2) to zeros, and solving for \(\theta_1\) to \(\theta_7\), the solution (Rao, 1968, p. 302) thus obtained will be the maximum likelihood estimator. In practice, for estimates that are functions of several parameters, it is too complicated to proceed with that approach.

By using the scoring procedure, an initial set (Rao, 1968, p. 302) of parameter estimates \(\hat{\theta}^0 = (\hat{\theta}_1^0, \hat{\theta}_2^0, \ldots, \hat{\theta}_7^0)\) is used as a first approximation of the solution. The efficient scores in equation (2) are expanded about the initial set via the Taylor series. Only the first order terms in \(\delta \theta_j\) are retained, where \(\delta \theta_j = \theta_j - \theta_j^0\) is the deviation of the \(j^{th}\) initial parameter estimate from the \(j^{th}\) maximum likelihood estimate (\(\delta \theta_j\) can be interpreted as a correction of the initial approximation). Following Taylor's expansion, the efficient scores are equated to zero, the following equation is obtained:

\[
0 = S_j \left| \begin{array}{c}
\delta \theta_1 \\
\delta \theta_2 \\
\delta \theta_3 \\
\delta \theta_4 \\
\delta \theta_5 \\
\delta \theta_6 \\
\delta \theta_7
\end{array} \right| + \frac{\delta \theta_1}{\theta_1 \delta \theta_1} \left| \begin{array}{c}
2 \log L
\end{array} \right| + \cdots + \frac{\delta \theta_7}{\theta_7 \delta \theta_7} \left| \begin{array}{c}
2 \log L
\end{array} \right| + \cdots \quad (4)
\]

where \(j = 1, 7\) and the symbol \(\left| \begin{array}{c}
\delta \theta_1 \\
\delta \theta_2 \\
\delta \theta_3 \\
\delta \theta_4 \\
\delta \theta_5 \\
\delta \theta_6 \\
\delta \theta_7
\end{array} \right| \) implies evaluating the immediately preceding function at the point \(\theta\); in this case \(\theta\) is the point \((\theta_1^0, \theta_2^0, \ldots, \theta_7^0)\).
For large samples (Rao, 1968, p. 302, and Owston, 1978, p. 68), the information for score $j$, $I_{jk}$, can be defined as

$$ -\frac{\partial^2 \log L}{\partial \theta_j \partial \theta_k} \quad \text{where} \quad k = 1, 2, \ldots, 7 $$

$$ j = 1, 2, \ldots, 7 \quad (5) $$

that is

$$ I_{jk} = -\frac{\partial^2 \log L}{\partial \theta_j \partial \theta_k} = n \sum_{i=1}^n \frac{\partial P_i}{\partial \theta_j} \frac{\partial P_i}{\partial \theta_k} \quad (6) $$

Using a small circle on the top of the symbols to indicate initial values, equation (4) can be rewritten as

$$ 0 = s_j \cdot I_{jk} \cdot \delta \theta_k + \ldots \quad (7) $$

where $j, k = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, 7$. By rearranging the terms in (7),

$$ \delta \theta_k = \frac{s_j - I_{jk} \cdot s_j}{I_{jk} \cdot s_j} \quad (8) $$

In matrix form, equation (8) becomes

$$ \begin{bmatrix} \theta_1 - \hat{\theta}_1 \\ \theta_2 - \hat{\theta}_2 \\ \vdots \\ \theta_7 - \hat{\theta}_7 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ \delta \theta_1 & I_{11} & \cdots & I_{17} \\ \delta \theta_2 & I_{21} & \cdots & I_{27} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \delta \theta_7 & \vdots & \cdots & I_{77} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ S_1 \\ S_2 \\ \vdots \\ S_7 \end{bmatrix} \quad (9) $$

The left hand side of equation (9) represents a column vector of additive corrections to the initial set of parameter estimates. This column vector is found by calculating the elements of the 7x7 information matrix using equation (6), evaluated at initial parameter estimate values, then obtaining the inverse of the 7x7 matrix and
multiplying the inverted matrix by a column vector of efficient scores calculated from equation (2).

With the initial set of parameter estimates and the derived vector of additive corrections, a new set of parameter estimates closer to the m.l.e. can be found by adding the initial set and the vector of corrections. Let the new set of estimates be $\hat{\theta}^{1}$, then from (9)

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\theta}_1^1 \\
\hat{\theta}_2^1 \\
\vdots \\
\hat{\theta}_7^1
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{\theta}_1^0 \\
\hat{\theta}_2^0 \\
\vdots \\
\hat{\theta}_7^0
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
\delta \theta_1 \\
\delta \theta_2 \\
\vdots \\
\delta \theta_7
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(10)

Repeating the process with the new approximations, i.e.

substituting $\hat{\theta}_j^1$ values into equation (3), (6) and (9), a new set of additive corrections can be obtained. The process is repeated (Rao, 1968, p. 305 and Owston, 1978, p. 70) until the newly derived additive corrections are sufficiently small, for example, less than 0.0001. The final set of parameter estimates, with stable values, are good approximations of the maximum likelihood estimates.

After the m.l.e. are found, their variances (Eländt-Johnson, 1971, p. 306) can also be obtained. The variance of the $j^{th}$ parameter estimate, $\text{var} \hat{\theta}_j$, is approximately equal to the value of the $j^{th}$ diagonal element in the inverted information matrix with elements calculated at values of the
maximum likelihood estimates. Since the parameter estimate of interest in the MAX technique is \( \hat{\theta}_3 \), its variance, \( \text{var}\hat{\theta}_3 \), is approximated by the (3,3)th element of the 7x7 inverted information matrix just mentioned.

The MAX technique is based on the fact that maximum likelihood estimates are approximately normally distributed (Owston, 1978, p. 78). A confidence interval can be built around \( \hat{\theta}_3 \) at a level of confidence of \( (1-\alpha) \), such that:

\[
\hat{\theta}_3 - Z_{\frac{\alpha}{2}} \frac{\text{var}\hat{\theta}_3}{2} < \theta_3 < \hat{\theta}_3 + Z_{\frac{\alpha}{2}} \frac{\text{var}\hat{\theta}_3}{2}
\]  

or \( \hat{P}_{II} - Z_{\frac{\alpha}{2}} \frac{\text{var}P_{II}}{2} < P_{II} < \hat{P}_{II} + Z_{\frac{\alpha}{2}} \frac{\text{var}P_{II}}{2} \)  

where \( Z_{\frac{\alpha}{2}} \) is the standard normal deviate (Miller & Freund, 1965, p. 146-148) with the fraction of the area under the normal curve and to the right being equal to \( \frac{\alpha}{2} \).

To illustrate the process of building a confidence interval around \( \hat{P}_{II} \) and the subsequent decision on the validity of the hierarchy, part of the example given in Owston's thesis is used here. In Table II, the initial set of parameters is identified by the iteration number 0. This initial set is obtained from the 3x3 table of observed frequencies by using the marginal frequency method (devised by White & Clárk; see Appendix B). The transition from one iteration to another is attained by the method of scoring.
Table II

Parameter Estimation Using the Method of Scoring

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration Number</th>
<th>$\hat{p}_0$</th>
<th>$\hat{p}_{II}$</th>
<th>$\hat{p}_B$</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}_a$</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}_b$</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}_c$</th>
<th>$\hat{\theta}_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0886</td>
<td>0.3318</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.5796</td>
<td>0.9731</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0959</td>
<td>0.2351</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.6635</td>
<td>0.9799</td>
<td>0.0694</td>
<td>0.9389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1006</td>
<td>0.2351</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
<td>0.6584</td>
<td>0.9829</td>
<td>0.0910</td>
<td>0.9432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0996</td>
<td>0.2308</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6624</td>
<td>0.9824</td>
<td>0.0866</td>
<td>0.9406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1001</td>
<td>0.2316</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6611</td>
<td>0.9827</td>
<td>0.0886</td>
<td>0.9414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0996</td>
<td>0.2312</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6617</td>
<td>0.9826</td>
<td>0.0873</td>
<td>0.9410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.2314</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6615</td>
<td>0.9827</td>
<td>0.0881</td>
<td>0.9412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.2314</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6615</td>
<td>0.9827</td>
<td>0.0880</td>
<td>0.9411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.2314</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6615</td>
<td>0.9827</td>
<td>0.0881</td>
<td>0.9412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.2314</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6615</td>
<td>0.9827</td>
<td>0.0881</td>
<td>0.9412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td>0.2314</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.6615</td>
<td>0.9827</td>
<td>0.0881</td>
<td>0.9412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reproduced from Owston, p. 77.
After the 8th iteration, the new additive corrections are so small (less than .0001 here), that the 8th set can be assumed to be the set of maximum likelihood estimates. \( \hat{P}_{II} \) has the value of \( 0.0070 \), and from the inverse of the information matrix calculated from the M.L.E. (maximum likelihood estimates), the estimated variance of \( \hat{P}_{II} \) has a value of \( 7.451 \times 10^{-5} \).

For a 95% confidence interval around \( \hat{P}_{II} \), \( z_{\alpha/2} \) is about 1.96. Substituting \( z_{\alpha/2} \), \( \hat{P}_{II} \) and \( \text{var} \hat{P}_{II} \) values into equation (12), the following interval is obtained,

\[-0.00944 < P_{II} < 0.02394.\]

That is, the population value of \( P_{II} \) is estimated to lie between (-0.00944) and (0.02394). Since zero is included in this interval, it is concluded that, the hierarchy is valid, with skill I being a prerequisite to skill II.

1.4 OWSTON'S DESIGN AND FINDINGS ON MAX

The theoretical basis of the MAX technique has been discussed. An example was presented to illustrate how the MAX technique functions.

In this section, Owston's design to test the MAX technique is described. Also, his findings are discussed.
1.4.1 Generating random samples

In real life one never knows whether a learning hierarchy is valid or invalid. This is a complication in testing the performance of a validating technique. In view of this, the testing problem can be approached via computer simulation.

Figure 1 shows the computer flowchart, used by Owston, for random generation of simulated subjects' responses to the test items related to the two-skill hierarchy described in the White & Clark Model.

The most important symbols, used in the flowchart, are those related to the White & Clark Model. Recall that, according to this model, four proportions exist in a population of subjects. The four proportions, $P_0$, $P_I$, $P_{II}$ and $P_B$, correspond to four groups of subjects who possess "neither skill I nor skill II", only skill I, only skill II, and both skill I and skill II, respectively. Also recall that in this model 2 test items (or questions) per skill are used to test skill possession. Measurement error of correct guessing on skill I and skill II test items are indicated by $\theta_d$ and $\theta_c$ respectively. The measurement errors of blundering on skill I and skill II test items are denoted by $(1-\theta_a)$ and $(1-\theta_c)$ respectively. Note that $\theta_a$ is the probability of correctly answering skill I test items, for
Figure 1: Flowchart for Random Generation of Subjects' Responses to Two Questions per Skill for a Sample of Size $N$.

Reproduced from Owston, p. 87.
those subjects possessing skill I. \( \theta_c \) is the probability of correctly answering skill II test items, for those subjects possessing skill II.

Notice that there are seven phases indicated in the flowchart. Beginning with phase 1, the four P's and four \( \theta \)s, just described, are assigned numerical values. Owston specified different sets of P's to represent valid and invalid hierarchies at different levels of skill difficulty for skill I and skill II. He also specified different sets of \( \theta \)'s to represent various levels of measurement errors. (The details of specification of P's and \( \theta \)'s will be discussed later in this section). Now, assume that four P and four \( \theta \) values are specified to describe a population of "subjects" related to a hierarchy of certain level of skill difficulty and of a certain level of measurement errors. Then, a simulated sample of size \( N \) can be generated via the algorithm schematically represented in phase 2 to 7 of the flowchart.

Basically, it is through computer generation of a random number that Owston simulated a "subject" and assigned the "subject" to one of the four groups described in the White & Clark Model. Then, according to which group the "subject" was being assigned, the probabilities of correctly answering skill I and skill II test items, respectively were
determined. Furthermore, the "actual" responses of the "subject" to the test items were also simulated via a random number generation algorithm represented in phases 4 and 5.

The simulated response pattern of the first "subject" was then recorded in a 3x3 table. The process, in phase 2 to phase 6, was repeated N-1 times. By the end of this iterative process, the 3x3 table would contain the response patterns, of the N "subjects" in the sample, to the two test items per skill.

Then, Owston applied the MAX technique to the 3x3 pattern of simulated responses. The result from applying MAX would be a validity indication. Whether the indication is correct or incorrect depends on the validity of the hierarchy characterized by the "population of subjects".

1.4.2 Estimating risk of decision errors

Actually, using a set of population parameters (P's and χ's) a large number of samples, of differing sizes, can be generated. Owston selected four levels of sample sizes to be 25, 40, 100 and 400. At each level of sample size, 1000 samples were generated. The MAX technique was applied, to make validity decisions, on each sample generated. Two levels of decision criteria, the 95% confidence interval and the 90% confidence interval were used. The correct
decisions, at each decision criterion, were tallied. So, for a given set of population parameters, at certain level of sample size, the results, of generating 1000 samples and applying the MAX technique 1000 times, would be two tallied totals. The two tallied totals correspond to the number of correct decisions made at 95% confidence interval and 90% confidence interval, respectively, on the 1000 samples generated. Owston determined the total number of incorrect decisions, at each decision criterion, simply by subtracting each tallied total from 1000.

Recall that there are two types of decision errors that can be made. One type is related to incorrectly indicating valid hierarchies as "invalid", the "I-V" type. Another type is related to indicating invalid hierarchies as "valid", the "V-I" type. Owston estimated the risk of committing decision errors by expressing the total number of incorrect decisions as a fraction of 1000.

Hence, for a valid hierarchy, the risk of committing decision errors (due to the application of MAX) would be

\[ P(I-V) = \frac{\text{total no. of incorrect decisions when hierarchy is valid}}{1000} \]
For an invalid hierarchy, the corresponding risk of committing decision errors would be:

\[ P(V-I) = \frac{\text{total no. of incorrect decision when hierarchy is invalid}}{1000} \]

1.4.3 Specifying population parameters

So far, in this section, discussions have been centered around one set of population parameters that characterizes a learning hierarchy with a certain level of skill difficulty and with a certain level of measurement errors. From this set of parameters, 1000 samples at certain sample sizes were hypothetically generated. A procedure for estimating the risk of committing decision errors was also outlined. However, the details of specification of different sets of parameters were not discussed. In the next few paragraphs, Owston's procedure for specifying 48 sets of population parameters is presented.

In Table III a schematical representation of Owston's design for testing the MAX technique is shown. Notice that the 48 sets of population parameter values are formed by combining the different levels of validity, skill difficulty, and measurement errors.
### Table III

Schematic Representation of Oveton's design for testing the NAI techniques, over different decision criteria, sample sizes, measurement errors, skill difficulty levels, and validity levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill I, Skill II</th>
<th>Measurement Error of Guessing</th>
<th>C.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid (k=0.80)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invalid (k=0.35)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each sample generated, NAI technique was applied to construct a confidence interval (C.I.) around $\hat{p}_{II}$, then it was applied to make a validity decision. 2 levels of decision criteria were used for each sample. The 2 levels were:

- For C.I.
- Without C.I.
First, Owston determined four levels of skill difficulty $D_I$ for skill I as 0.95, 0.70, 0.40 and 0.10. He argued that the performance of a validating technique might be related to the skill difficulty levels.

Then, he used his definition of a valid hierarchy to find the corresponding skill difficulty levels $D_{II}$ for skill II as 0.90, 0.50, 0.25 and 0.05. By Owston's definition of a valid hierarchy, skill II is more difficult than skill I, $P_{II}=0$, and the two skills are correlated with a phi correlation coefficient, $\phi$, of approximately 0.68. With this definition, once $D_I$ is determined, $D_{II}$ and the four $P$ values can also be determined. (Appendix A shows the calculations involved in finding $P$ values).

Corresponding to the four levels of skill difficulty pairs, $(D_I, D_{II})$, four sets of $P$'s were determined. These four sets of $P$'s were related to valid learning hierarchies.

Owston determined four other sets of $P$'s to characterize invalid hierarchies with skill I and skill II being independent. He did this by using the same four levels of skill difficulties, $(D_I, D_{II})$, already determined, and by setting $\phi=0$.

Using the same four levels of skill difficulty, he also specified four sets of $P$'s to characterize invalid
hierarchies with skill I and skill II being moderately correlated, \( \phi = 0.25 \).

After specifying 12 sets of \( P \) values, Owston determined four sets of measurement error probability values. For each of these four sets, he assumed that the probabilities of measurement error of blundering were constant and equal to 0.05. That is, \( (1-\theta_a) = (1-\theta_c) = 0.05 \); so, \( \theta_a = 0.95 \) and \( \theta_c = 0.95 \). He also assumed that the probabilities of guessing on skill I and skill II test items were equal. That is \( \theta_a = \theta_c = \theta \).

However, he allowed the probabilities of guessing to vary at four levels, with each level corresponding to one set of \( \theta \) values. The four levels of guessing errors were 0.05, 0.10, 0.20 and 0.25. In his discussions, .25 and .20 levels were related to the guessing probabilities of multiple choice types of items with four and five alternatives respectively. The two levels, .10 and .05, were related to guessing probabilities of short-answer types of items.

By combining 12 sets of \( P \)'s with four sets of \( \theta \)'s, Owston obtained 48 sets of population parameters for random generation of simulated subjects' responses.

1.4.4 Generating datasets to examine the risks of decision errors

Recall that four levels of sample sizes were used for
each set of population parameters. At each level of sample size, 1000 random samples were generated. The MAX technique was applied to make 1000 validity decisions with 95% confidence intervals and simultaneously 1000 validity decisions with 90% confidence intervals.

Also recall the outlined procedure for estimating the risks, $P(I-V)$ and $P(W-I)$, of committing decision errors.

By combining 4 levels of sample sizes with the 48 sets of population parameters, 192 datasets were obtained for estimating the risks of decision errors under different conditions. Of these 192 datasets, 64 datasets were used to estimate $P(I-V)$, 64 to estimate $P(V-I)$ when $\phi=0$, another 64 to estimate $P(V-I)$ when $\phi=0.25$.

1.4.5 Setting criteria on risks of committing decision errors

Of the two types of risks, $P(I-V)$ and $P(V-I)$, Owston considered $P(V-I)$ as more serious because it was related to indicating an invalid hierarchy as "valid". So, he set up a more stringent criterion on $P(V-I)$. Over the 128 datasets involving invalid hierarchies, Owston set a criterion of $P(V-I) < 0.05$; over the 64 datasets involving valid hierarchies, he set a criterion of $P(I-V) < 0.20$. Then, using 95% and 90% confidence intervals, Owston determined how often these criteria were met simultaneously on
populations that differed only in whether the hierarchy was valid or invalid.

In the next subsection, Owston's findings on the risks of decision errors, over the various pairs of datasets, will be presented.

4.4.6 Owston's findings on the risks of committing decision errors

Owston found that the risks of committing decision errors were related to the validity of hierarchy, decision criteria, sample sizes, probabilities of measurement errors, and the skill difficulty levels.

Recall that 95% and 90% confidence intervals were used as decision criteria. P(I-V) risks were found to be lower with 95% confidence interval than with 90% confidence interval. However, P(V-I) risks were higher with 95% confidence interval than with 90% confidence interval.

To compare the relative usefulness of 95% and 90% confidence intervals, Owston utilized the results obtained on the 64 datasets related to valid hierarchies of different levels of skill difficulty, and he also utilized the corresponding results on the 64 datasets related to invalid hierarchies with $\phi=0.25$ (He did not use the results on the 64 datasets related to $\phi=0.00$, because he argued that
datasets with $\phi = 0.25$ would provide more stringent comparisons).

With valid hierarchies, the $P(I-V)$ values for 95% and 90% confidence intervals were less than the 0.20 criterion over all the 64 datasets. However, with invalid hierarchies ($\phi = 0.25$) the $P(V-I)$ criterion of less than 0.05 was reached in 12 datasets using 95% confidence interval, and in 14 datasets using 90% confidence interval. In other words, the 90% confidence interval was found to be relatively more useful than the 90% confidence interval. Based on this finding, Owston suggested the use of shorter confidence intervals in future research.

Besides validity and decision criteria, sample sizes also played an important role in affecting the size of the error risks. In general, with all other things being equal, an increase in sample size corresponded to a decrease in the risk of committing decision errors.

Also, fewer decision errors were made with a decrease in the probability of measurement errors.

The only other variable is skill difficulty. With fixed levels on measurement errors, sample size and validity there was a general pattern on the size of risks over the four levels of skill difficulty. For both 95% and 90%
confidence intervals, the risks of $P(V-I)$ and $P(I-V)$ were generally higher for the two extreme difficulty levels of (.95, .90) and (.10, .05) than for the two intermediate levels of (.70, .50) and (.40, .25). Owston considered that this pattern might be due to the higher differences of $D_{II} - D_{II}$ at the two intermediate levels. For example, with the two intermediate levels, $D_{II} - D_{II}$ were .20 and .15 respectively. However, at the two extreme levels, the $D_{II} - D_{II}$ values were both .05.

1.5 WEAKNESSES OF THE MAX TECHNIQUE

Owston's study of the MAX technique appears to be theoretically and practically logical. However, in a pilot study conducted to test the MAX technique, using Owston's computer program, various types of errors were identified. All these types of errors occurred when using the subroutine program in which Owston implemented the MAX technique.

In Table IV, 11 types of identified errors are shown. These error types were grouped into three error categories, I, II, and III. Category I error types, if not detected and by-passed, would cause computer interruptions to occur. It is assumed that Owston had somehow taken care of these errors. Error types in category II and category III would not cause any interruption to the running of the computer.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Error Type Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;category&quot; causes computer program to crash. It is essential to check these types of errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;error&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;intercept&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&quot;square&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&quot;square&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- "category" leads to "error". 
- "error" occurs when the program crashes due to an error in the category. 
- "intercept" is an error that occurs when the intercept of a regression model is not zero. 
- "square" refers to the square of an error term. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Error Type Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Error types in this category are related to non-convergence of parameter estimates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;convexp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;convexp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;convexp&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- "convexp" refers to the convergence of estimates. 
- "convexp" indicates that the estimates are not converging properly. 
- "convexp" indicates that the estimates are not converging properly. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Error Type Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Error types in this category are related to improper convergence of estimates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;convexp&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>&quot;convexp&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- "convexp" refers to the convergence of estimates. 
- "convexp" indicates that the estimates are not converging properly. 
- "convexp" indicates that the estimates are not converging properly. 

---

* "inadequate" check for convergence is \( \sqrt{\mathbf{X}^T \mathbf{V} \mathbf{X}} \), where \( \mathbf{V} \) is the vector of corrections.

* "proper" check is \( \sqrt{\mathbf{X}^T \mathbf{V} \mathbf{X}} \).
program. It is very likely that these error types had not received Owston's attention because in his computer program, no error checks were available to monitor these errors.

In error category I, the error type "f=0" would occur if a randomly generated response pattern had a form similar to that shown in Figure 2, where the marginal frequency f is equal to zero. The reason for the occurrence of this error type in the MAX technique is that Owston used the marginal frequency approach devised by White & Clark (see Appendix B for details) to obtain an initial set of parameter estimates. With this approach the value of f is used as denominator in some computational formulae. When f is equal to zero, computer interruption would take place. The identification of this error type leads the researcher to consider that one weakness of the MAX technique is that it may not always be possible to obtain a feasible set of initial parameter estimates from the 3x3 patterns of observed responses.

This error type is expected to occur more often over datasets associated with small sample sizes and easy skills. Under the above conditions, the cells corresponding to either zero skill I or zero skill II questions correctly answered would more likely be empty. Hence it is also more likely that the marginal frequency value f is equal to zero.
No. of skill II questions correctly answered

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of skill I questions correctly answered</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: A 3x3 pattern in which the error type "f=0" would occur

The error type "p=0" occurred when the probability function(s) (such as $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_9$), shown in Table I, had value(s) very close to zero. Computer interruption may take place due to "memory overflow" as a result of dividing some expressions by these function values. This error type is expected to occur more often in datasets with low measurement errors. Assume that the measurement errors were so low that there were no measurement errors at all (i.e., $\theta_b = \theta_d = 0$, and $\theta_a = \theta_c = 1$); then, in the White & Clark Model (shown in Table I), only the four corner cells (cells 1, 3, 7, 9) may contain non-zero probability functions. The other five probability functions ($p_2, p_4, p_5, p_6, p_8$) would be
zero. Furthermore, of the four possible non-zero probability functions, \(P_1\), \(P_3\), \(P_7\) and \(P_9\), \(P_9\) would be zero over the datasets associated with a valid learning hierarchy because the population value of \(P_{II}\) is then equal to zero; however, for the datasets associated with invalid hierarchies, \(P_9\) is different from zero.

The error type "extremes" causes computer "memory overflow" due to abnormally large estimates occasionally obtained during the parameter estimation process of the MAX technique. Since the iterative parameter process involves complicated computations, such as the inversion of a 7x7 matrix at each iteration, this error type could be due to some computer rounding errors in the lengthy and complicated computations.

The two error types "SQRT5" and "SQRTP2" are both associated with computing the square root of the variance of \(P_{II}\) when this variance happened to be a negative value. For "SQRT5", convergence of estimates was checked at the end of the 5th iteration of the parameter estimation process; if convergence was detected, then the square root of the variance of \(P_{II}\) would be computed. "SQRTP2" is the same as "SQRT5" except that convergence of estimates was checked after each iteration rather than at the end of the 5th iteration.
The error types in category II are related to the problem of non-convergence of parameter estimates. These errors seemed to occur more often than the errors in category I and III.

Owston implemented a one-sided check for convergence of parameter estimates at the end of the 5th iteration of the parameter estimation process. This check, although inadequate, might still be used in detecting a large portion of the non-convergence cases. However, no non-convergence cases were reported by Owston. One possible explanation for this is that a simple but serious program logic error was committed by Owston (see Appendix E for details). The logical error, in effect, might lead Owston to consider a "non-convergent" case as "convergent".

By implementing a proper two-sided (using absolute value) check for convergence immediately after Owston's one-sided check, it was found that there were indeed some non-convergent cases that could not be detected by the one-sided check.

Since only 5 iterations were used by Owston, non-convergence of estimates appeared very likely. When ten iterations were used, there appeared to be a sizeable decrease in non-convergence cases; however, in some samples, the estimates never converged. It was identified that, in
these samples, the intermediate estimates usually had unreasonable values. Supposedly, the estimates should have values in the (0,1) range. Some of the intermediate estimates had values outside the (-1,2) range.

The error types in category III are associated with improperly converging estimates. It was found that some of the converging \( P_{II} \) estimates had negative and relatively large values (e.g., less than -.05). It was also identified that other estimates (there were six other estimates besides \( P_{II} \)) might also be improperly converging. Since the MAX technique is mainly based on the \( P_{II} \) estimate, it appeared reasonable to emphasize only the proper convergence of \( P_{II} \); however, it may also be reasonable to consider the proper convergence of the other estimates at the same time because the estimates are interrelated in the process of estimation.

1.6 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

According to Owston, the MAX technique appears to be a potentially very useful device for validating learning hierarchies. However, different types of errors existed in the computer program used by Owston to implement the MAX technique. This means that Owston's findings on MAX might be biased due to his failure to account for these errors.

It is therefore appropriate to raise the following questions about the MAX technique:
1. If all the errors were accounted for, would the MAX technique be useful for validating learning hierarchies?

2. If Owston's findings were seriously biased, is it possible to improve the procedure for validity decision making using the MAX technique?
At the end of the previous chapter, two questions were raised. The first question is related to the extent of error bias in Owston's data when using his computer program to implement the MAX technique. The second question is associated with the possible improvements on the implementation procedure of the MAX technique.

Corresponding to the two questions, two procedures, A and B, were developed. These two procedures are modified versions of Owston's procedure for implementing the MAX technique.

In this chapter, there are three major sections. The first section contains a description of procedures A and B. In the second section the design for collecting data by means of these two procedures is discussed. Suitable criteria to be used for analysing the data to be collected are reported in the final section.
2.1 TWO PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE MAX TECHNIQUE

Various types of error exist in Owston's computer program. Procedures A and B contain error checks that can be used to count the frequencies of occurrence of the different types of errors. There are similarities and differences between procedure A and procedure B. First, similarities are described.

Both procedures, A and B, are modified versions of Owston's procedure for implementing the MAX technique. These two procedures contain essential error checks that are mainly used to avoid computer program interruptions. Table V shows the various types of errors identified, together with the indications of in which procedure(s) each error type is being checked. For example, in error category I, errors related to "f=0", "p=0" and "extremes" cases are checked in both procedures. In fact, procedures A and B are designed in such a parallel manner that the three types of errors, just mentioned, are monitored by error checks which are common to the two procedures. Note that the two other error-types, in category I, are basically the same. They are related to the problem of computing the square root of a negative number. Two error checks are used, one for procedure A and the other one for procedure B, to check for "negative-square-root" cases.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Category Description</th>
<th>Error Type Label</th>
<th>Procedure Used to Check the Error Type</th>
<th>Error Type Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Error types in this category cannot be checked for errors.</td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A, B</td>
<td>Original frequency too low. Leave to &quot;division by zero&quot;, probability values ( P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_r ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>computer program</td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A, B</td>
<td>above Table 1, approach zero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interpreters. It is essential to check these types of errors.</td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A, B</td>
<td>Intermediate estimate taken as success values.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A, B</td>
<td>In the end of 5 iterations, variance of ( k_{ij} ) may be a negative value. This cause computation of square root of a negative value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A, B</td>
<td>It is the same as &quot;X&quot; except that convergence is checked after each iteration instead of at the end of the 5th iterations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>Error types in this category are related to non-convergence of parameter estimates.</td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>&quot;Poor convergence&quot; or estimates as detected by an &quot;inadequate&quot; check in the end of 3 iterations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>&quot;Inadequate&quot; check indicates &quot;convergence&quot; but proper&quot; check indicates non-convergence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Poor convergence of estimates at the end of 10 iterations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Intermediate estimates are unreasonable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>Error types in this category are associated with improperly converged estimates.</td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Converged ( k_{ij} ) value happens to be a large negative value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;X&quot;</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>The final converged estimates, other than ( k_{ij} ) are outside the normal ( 0.7 ) range.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* "inadequate" check for convergence in \( X > 0.01 \), where \( X \) is the vector of additive sources. |
* "proper" check in \( X > 0.01 \)
Since procedure A is used to collect data for determining the extent of bias in Owston's data, procedure A is set up to be as similar as possible to Owston's procedure. In procedure A, 5 iterations are used for the parameter estimation process. A check for convergence of estimates is performed at the end of the 5th iteration. In contrast, procedure B is used to provide possible improvements. In procedure B, a maximum of 10 iterations is allowed for the process of parameter estimation. Convergence check is made after each iteration so as to detect convergence of estimates which may occur between the first and the tenth iteration.

Another difference between the two procedures is the nature of the checks for convergence. Owston used an inadequate (one-sided; see Table V) check for convergence. This inadequate check is included in procedure A; it is followed by a proper (two-sided) check. The latter check detects cases that are non-convergent but that would be indicated as "convergent" by the inadequate check. In procedure B, only one proper check for convergence is utilized.

For the last error-type involving non-convergence of estimates, a conservative range check of \((-1,2)\) is used to detect unreasonable intermediate parameter estimates outside this range. This range check is only used in procedure B.
Two other error-checks unique to procedure B, are used to detect improperly converging estimates. The first error-type in category III is related to a negative converging \( \hat{P}_{II} \) value. A conservative check, \( \hat{P}_{II} < -0.05 \), is used to determine if the value of \( \hat{P}_{II} \) is negative and relatively large. The final error-check, unique to procedure B, is used to detect improperly converging estimates other than \( \hat{P}_{II} \). A liberal range of \((-0.05, 1.05)\) is used to check for estimates (besides \( \hat{P}_{II} \)) having values outside this range.

Thus far, the similarities and the major differences between the two procedures, A and B, have been described. At the same time, all the important error checks used in these two procedures have been discussed. These error checks were implemented in a modified version of Owston's computer program. A computer flowchart showing the various error checks used in procedures A and B, appears in Appendix C.

Before proceeding on to the next section, it may be appropriate to mention another difference between procedures A and B. In procedure A, two levels are used in deriving confidence intervals around \( \hat{P}_{II} \). The two levels are the 95% and 90% confidence intervals. In procedure B, besides these two levels, four other levels are used. They are the
85\%, 80\%, 75\% and 70\% confidence intervals. These additional levels are included because of Owston's suggestion that the MAX technique may perform better with shorter confidence intervals.

2.2 DESIGN FOR COLLECTING DATA

With minor modifications, Owston's design for studying the MAX technique was used. Modifications are required to accommodate the two procedures, A and B. At the same time, through modifications, the scope of the current study is reduced to a manageable size.

The random sample generation procedure for the current study is the same as Owston's. Owston used four levels of sample sizes of 25, 40, 100 and 400. The sample size of 25 appears to be inappropriate for the MAX technique because of the theoretical assumption of large sample size in the parameter estimation process. Also, it is suggested that the various types of identified errors occur frequently at sample sizes of 25. Consequently only three levels of sample sizes were used in this study. These levels are 40, 100 and 400.

In specifying population parameters, Owston used three levels of validity. The levels are valid, invalid with \( \phi = 0 \), and invalid with \( \phi = 0.25 \). Owston later argued that two
levels would be sufficient. The level, invalid with $\lambda = 0$, is somewhat redundant. So, in this study, two levels of validity were adopted. The level invalid with $\lambda = 0$ was eliminated.

Besides validity of the hierarchy, one other factor, used by Owston in parameter specification, is skill difficulty. From Owston's four levels of skill difficulty pairs, $(D^I, D^II)$, where $D^I$ and $D^II$ are skill difficulties of skill I and skill II respectively, three levels were chosen. These three levels are (.95, .90), (.70, .50) and (.40, .25). The level not adopted was related to extremely difficulty skills with $(D^I, D^II)$ being (.10, .05); the reason for not adopting this level is that it might not be frequently encountered in practice.

In the White & Clark Model of learning hierarchies, there are four population parameters related to four mutually exclusive groups of subjects with different status of skill possession. These four parameters $P^O$, $P^I$, $P^{II}$ and $P^B$ correspond to the four proportions of subjects who possess "neither skill", only skill I, only skill II, and "both skill I and skill II" respectively.

When three levels of skill difficulty, $(D^I, D^II)$, are combined with two levels of validity, six sets of $(P^O, P^I, P^{II}, P^B)$ values can be determined by following the procedure
used by Owston. The six sets of P values are shown in Table VI.

Besides the four P parameters, there are four other parameters in the White & Clark Model, related to the probabilities of correctly answering skill I and skill II test items. Owston allowed the probabilities of correctly answering the items through guessing to vary at four levels. These four levels were .25, .20, .10 and .05. In Owston's discussions, .25 and .20 levels would be related to the guessing probabilities of multiple choice types of items with four and five alternatives respectively. The two levels, .10 and .05, would be related to guessing probabilities of short-answer types of items. Three of the four levels of probabilities of guessing were used in this study. These three levels are .25, .20, .05.

By combining six sets of P values and 3 levels of probabilities of guessing, 18 sets of population parameters were formed. Using each of the 18 sets of population parameters random samples of three different sample sizes were generated. The three sample sizes were 40, 100 and 400. At each level of sample size, for each set of population parameters, 1000 random samples were generated. Each "1000 samples" formed a dataset for testing the MAX technique via procedures A and B.
Table VI: Six sets of P's corresponding to 3 levels of skill difficulty and 2 levels of validity of learning hierarchy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Diff. skill I, Diff. skill II)</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((D_{I}, D_{II}))</td>
<td>((P_{0}, P_{I}, P_{II}, P_{B}))</td>
<td>((P_{0}, P_{I}, P_{II}, P_{B}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.95, .90)</td>
<td>(0.05, 0.05, 0.00, 0.90)</td>
<td>(0.02, 0.08, 0.03, 0.87)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.70, .50)</td>
<td>(0.30, 0.20, 0.00, 0.50)</td>
<td>(0.21, 0.29, 0.09, 0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(.40, .25)</td>
<td>(0.60, 0.15, 0.00, 0.25)</td>
<td>(0.50, 0.25, 0.10, 0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Each set of P's contains four values representing four mutually exclusive proportions of subjects with different status of skill possession.*
By combining 18 sets of parameters with 3 sample sizes, 54 sets of 1000 random samples were drawn, 27 of these datasets were related to valid hierarchies at 3 different levels of skill difficulty, probability of guessing and sample size. The other 27 datasets were related to invalid hierarchies with the corresponding levels of skill difficulty, probability of guessing, and sample size.

In Owston's study, for each dataset, his procedure was applied to make 1000 validity decisions using 95% confidence intervals and to make another 1000 validity decisions using 90% confidence intervals. However, due to the existence of the various types of errors, some modifications were made in this part of his design. First, assume that in each dataset x samples are detected by procedure A to be associated with the different error-types; correspondingly, y samples are detected by procedure B. Note that x and y are variables taking on different values over the different datasets. Then, the number of samples, in each dataset, that are used to make decisions in procedure A, would be "1000-x". Correspondingly, the number of samples, used to make decisions, in procedure B, would be "1000-y".

For procedure A, two confidence intervals (C.I.), 95% and 90%, were used. "1000-x" decisions were therefore made at 95% confidence interval, and another "1000-x" decisions at 90% confidence intervals.
For procedure B, six levels of confidence intervals, 95%, 90%, 85%, 80%, 75% and 70%, were used. "1000-y" validity decisions were made at each of the six levels of confidence intervals.

As a summary of this section, a schematical representation of the design for the current study is shown in Table VII. The technical details of this design can be found in Appendix D, where the related computer program statements are listed.

2.3 CRITERIA FOR ANALYSING THE DATA

Validity decisions may be correct or incorrect. However, before applying procedures A and B to make validity decisions, the presence of errors was checked.

Samples, detected in procedure A as containing error, were not used for making validity decisions. Then, procedure A was, in effect, applied to the remaining samples to make decisions at two levels of confidence intervals. At each level of confidence interval, the results were two proportions (out of 1000), one proportion being related to correct decisions, and another proportion being related to incorrect decisions. Hence, in a dataset of 1000 random samples to test the MAX technique for procedure A, there was a constant proportion, \( P(\text{ND}) \), of samples related to "no-
Table VII

Schematic Representation of the Design

For applying procedures 1 and 2 to test the III technique over different decision criteria, sample sizes, measurement errors, skill difficulty levels and validity levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Levels</th>
<th>Levels of Validity</th>
<th>Levels of Measurement Error</th>
<th>Levels of Decision Criteria</th>
<th>4 of Samples Used for Decision Making</th>
<th>4 of Samples Needed for Decision Making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skill 1</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill 2</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill 3</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
- C.I. indicates confidence interval
- Procedures 1 and 2 are applied to the 1000 samples generated. One sample at a time. A and B are more difficult error checks, so the two procedures may have different error counts. Furthermore, A and B do not have same levels of decision criteria. The set-ups for A and B are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Procedure} & \quad \text{# of samples with error(s)} \quad \text{# of samples needed for decision making} \\
1 & \quad 1000-x & \quad 95\% \text{ C.I.} \quad x + y \\
2 & \quad 1000-y & \quad 95\% \text{ C.I.} \quad y + x \\
\end{align*}
\]
decision" because of errors. The remaining proportion, \(1 - P(ND)\), was divided into a proportion of correct decisions, \(P(COR)\), and a proportion of incorrect decisions, \(P(INC)\). \(P(COR)\) and \(P(INC)\) could vary from the 95% C.I. to the 90% C.I. level, but the sum of \(P(COR)\) and \(P(INC)\) was a constant for that particular dataset.

Similarly, procedure B was applied in a like fashion, except that with procedure B, four additional levels of decision criteria were used in constructing confidence intervals.

Owston used the proportion of incorrect decisions as an estimate of the risk of committing decision errors. In view of the additional proportion of "no-decision" cases, it appeared to be more useful to adopt the proportion of correct decisions as a measure of the performance of the MAX technique.

Corresponding to Owston's criteria of requiring the proportion of incorrect decisions to be less than or equal to .20 for valid hierarchies, and less than or equal to .05 for invalid hierarchies, proportion of correct decisions, \(P(COR)\) was considered as satisfactory if it was greater than .80 for valid hierarchies, and .95 for invalid hierarchies.

The (.80, .95) criteria, just mentioned, will be
utilized, in the next chapter, as a basis for comparing the current results with those found by Owston.
Chapter III
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS

At the end of the first chapter, two research questions were raised. The first question is related to determining the extent to which the various types of identified errors affect the performance of the MAX technique for validating learning hierarchies. The second question is about the possibilities of improving the procedure for implementing the MAX technique.

Corresponding to these two questions, two procedures, A and B, were designed. Procedure A is identical to Owston's procedure for implementing the MAX technique, except that, in procedure A checks were provided to detect the various types of identified errors. Procedure B was designed to improve the performance of the MAX technique; additional error checks and modified decision criteria were utilized in procedure B.

Procedures A and B were applied to 27 datasets characterising valid learning hierarchies (for convenience, these datasets are called valid datasets) and to 27 corresponding datasets characterising invalid
hierarchies (for convenience, these datasets are called invalid datasets). Corresponding to each type of identified errors relative frequencies of occurrence were calculated when applying procedures A and B. Also, proportions of correct and of incorrect decisions at each level of decision criteria were calculated.

In this chapter, results obtained from using procedure A and B, over the 27 valid and the 27 invalid datasets, are presented and discussed. For the purpose of comparison, pertinent results from Owston's study are also included.

3.1 RESULTS OBTAINED FROM USING PROCEDURE A

The results, obtained from using procedure A, were divided into two parts. The first part is related to the various error types. The second part is related to the proportions of correct and incorrect validity decisions. Since procedure A was designed mainly for investigating the extent of influences due to the identified errors, the emphasis is placed on the first part of the results. In the next section, the proportions of "correct decisions" obtained by using procedure A are compared with the corresponding findings in Owston's study.

In Table VIII, the frequencies of occurrence of the various types of errors in each different dataset (1000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column 1</th>
<th>Column 2</th>
<th>Column 3</th>
<th>Column 4</th>
<th>Column 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data 1</td>
<td>Data 2</td>
<td>Data 3</td>
<td>Data 4</td>
<td>Data 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 6</td>
<td>Data 7</td>
<td>Data 8</td>
<td>Data 9</td>
<td>Data 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 11</td>
<td>Data 12</td>
<td>Data 13</td>
<td>Data 14</td>
<td>Data 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 16</td>
<td>Data 17</td>
<td>Data 18</td>
<td>Data 19</td>
<td>Data 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 21</td>
<td>Data 22</td>
<td>Data 23</td>
<td>Data 24</td>
<td>Data 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 26</td>
<td>Data 27</td>
<td>Data 28</td>
<td>Data 29</td>
<td>Data 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 31</td>
<td>Data 32</td>
<td>Data 33</td>
<td>Data 34</td>
<td>Data 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 36</td>
<td>Data 37</td>
<td>Data 38</td>
<td>Data 39</td>
<td>Data 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 41</td>
<td>Data 42</td>
<td>Data 43</td>
<td>Data 44</td>
<td>Data 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data 46</td>
<td>Data 47</td>
<td>Data 48</td>
<td>Data 49</td>
<td>Data 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** The table above represents a sample format of how data might be presented in a scientific or technical document. Each column corresponds to a specific variable or measurement, and the values in each cell represent the data recorded under those conditions.
samples per dataset) are shown as proportions. For each dataset, the sum of the proportions due to the six types of errors ("f=0", p=0,...etc.) is denoted as the proportion of "no decisions". In general, the proportions of "no decisions" are fairly high; over the valid datasets, the range is from .043 to .948 and over the invalid datasets, the range is from .141 to .970. For each dataset, a high proportion of "no decisions" implies that there would be a small number of samples for which validity decisions (correct or incorrect decisions) could be made. Also, it implies that some proportions related to the various types (6 types) of identified errors are high. Recall that these six types of errors belong to two error categories. The first four of the six error types belong to error category I which is related to errors that may cause computer interruptions. The last two error types, "non-convergence" and "pseudo-convergence", belong to error category II which is related to the problems of non-convergence of parameter estimates.

It may be observed, in Table VIII, that the proportions related to the error types in category I are generally low as compared with the proportions related to the error types in category II. This implies that, in general, computer interruptions would not occur very frequently. Furthermore, it implies that, using procedure A, non-
convergence of parameter estimates occurs frequently. Since, in procedure A only five iterations were allowed for the parameter estimation process, it is not surprising to observe high proportions of category II error types.

It may be interesting to note, that for each error type the patterns of the proportions associated with the valid datasets may be very different from the corresponding patterns of the proportions associated with the invalid datasets. For example, for the error type related to very small probability values (p=0), the proportions in some valid datasets (e.g. dataset # 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27) were in general much higher than in the invalid counterparts. The explanation of this phenomenon is postponed until each error type is studied in more detail. Another example can be used to illustrate a somewhat reversed pattern in which the proportions related to invalid datasets are higher than those from the valid counterparts. For the error type, "non-convergence" of estimates, it is generally true that the proportions in the invalid datasets are relatively higher than the corresponding proportions in the valid datasets. The contrast is especially clear in the same datasets (# 16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27) as when the error type "p=0" was found to occur more often over the valid hierarchies.

In the subsequent paragraphs, each error type with the
two error categories will be studied more carefully. The incidence of each type of error will be compared for valid or invalid hierarchies. Frequent references will be made to Table VIII where the error proportions are shown. For the detailed descriptions of each error type, the reader is referred to sections 1.5 and 2.1.

The error type "marginal frequency equals zero" may occur in the computation of initial parameter estimates. One of the marginal frequencies, \( f \), used in calculating the initial estimates may happen to be zero. If that were the case, computer interruption would occur due to an undefined computational situation of dividing some values by zero. An error check was used to detect this error type and is used to by-pass computer interruptions.

As shown in Table VIII, this error type was detected in datasets associated only with easy skills learning hierarchies and small sample sizes (mainly sample sizes of 40). Probability of guessing appears to be related to the size of the proportions due to this type of error. As the probability of guessing decreases, the magnitudes of the error proportions also decrease. These patterns were expected to occur. Reasons for such expectations were given in the part of section 1.5 where this error type was discussed in detail. Also, it may be noticed that the
proportions associated with this error type are relatively small. Over the valid datasets, the range is from .000 to .081. Over the invalid datasets, the range is from .000 to .099.

The error type "probability values tend to be zero" may occur during the parameter estimation process when the probability functions in the White & Clark Model (shown in Table I) are used to compute the first approximation of the parameter estimates. If one or more of these probability functions approach zero, computer interruption may result from a near zero denominator in some expressions. In Table VIII, proportions due to this type of error are found to be generally higher in the valid datasets than in the invalid datasets. The range, over the valid datasets, is from .000 to .170. The range, over the invalid datasets, is from .000 to .047. It is particularly interesting to note that the major differences in proportions, between valid and invalid datasets, due to this error type, occurred in the datasets related to moderate and difficult skills hierarchies with a probability of guessing level of .05.

One possible explanation for the above phenomenon is that the probability functions (shown in Table I) are different over the valid and invalid datasets. For example, assume that there were no measurement errors (such that the
probability of guessing is zero, etc.), one of the probability functions \( p_{o2} \) (shown in Table I) is in fact equal to zero in the valid datasets; however this probability function is different from zero in the invalid datasets.

The error type "extremely large estimates" may occur during the parameter estimation process. Due to some unknown reasons (most likely due to the complicated matrix inversion process involved in the MAX technique), the intermediate parameter estimates may (although rarely) be abnormally large (larger than ten to the power 6). An error check was used to detect this error type so as to avoid computer interruptions due to "computer memory overflow". As shown in Table VIII, the proportions associated with this error type are of small magnitude. Over the valid datasets, the range of proportions, due to this error type, is from .000 to .008. Over the invalid datasets, the range is from .000 to .009.

The error type "negative variance of \( P_{ii} \)" could occur when the confidence interval around \( P_{ii} \) is constructed. Basically, this error type could be due to rounding errors in the complicated computational processes involved in the MAX technique. However, it may be observed, in Table VIII, that this type of error affected the valid datasets slightly.
more often than the invalid datasets. Over the valid datasets, the proportions over this error type range from .000 to 1.007; while over the invalid datasets, the range is from .000 to .003. Particularly interesting to note is that this error type was never detected in the invalid datasets associated with moderate and difficult skills hierarchies. The real reasons behind this phenomenon are uncertain. Additional data may be useful for further understanding. However, one possible explanation is that the variance estimate of \( P_{II} \) is directly related to the estimated value of \( P_{II} \) which may be negative due to the normal approximation of the distribution of the parameters around zero. For the valid datasets, the parameter \( P_{II} \) was set at zero; as for the invalid datasets, \( P_{II} \) was larger than zero. In the valid datasets, it is more likely to have negative estimates of \( P_{II} \); this may lead to the more frequent occurrence of negative variance estimate of \( P_{II} \) in the valid datasets.

So far, each of the error types, in error category I, which can be detected when using procedure A, has been discussed. Also mention was made of the "non-convergence" error type in error category II. The other error type, "pseudo convergence of estimate", in category II, may be studied together with the "non-convergence" type because these two error types are both related to the problem of
non-convergence of parameter estimate. The reason for designing a separate error check was to investigate the deficiencies of Owston's check (one-sided check on additive corrections; the proper check should be based on absolute values of the additive corrections for testing the convergence condition, e.g. $|\text{additive corrections}| < .001$).

In general, the error types in category II occur more often over the invalid datasets. A possible explanation of this phenomenon is that the initial parameter estimate values of $P_{II}$ (the proportion of subjects possessing skill II without possessing skill I) were set to be zero for both valid and invalid datasets. For the valid datasets, the population parameter values of $P_{II}$ were in fact zero; however, for the invalid datasets, the corresponding values were greater than zero; for the easy, moderate and difficult skills hierarchies, the $P_{II}$ values for invalid datasets were, respectively .03, .09 and .10. It would be reasonable to expect that, for the invalid datasets, convergence of the parameter estimate of $P_{II}$ from zero to the population values (.03, .09 and .10) was more difficult than the convergence of $P_{II}$ estimate value from zero to zero in the valid datasets.

Besides validity of the hierarchy, other factors such as sample sizes, probability of guessing levels and skill
difficulty levels also appeared to affect the error types in category II. For datasets based on large sample sizes of 400, the error proportions were generally lower than the corresponding proportions related to sample sizes of 100 and 40. The lower error proportions also tend to occur with the low measurement error for guessing. Furthermore, the error proportions, in the datasets associated with moderate skills learning hierarchies, were generally lower than those from the difficult and easy skill learning hierarchies. This phenomenon may be due to the fact that the difference, $D_I - D_{II}$ (where $D_I$, $D_{II}$ are the difficulty levels of skill I and skill II respectively), is larger over the moderate skill learning hierarchies. For the moderate skills learning hierarchies, $D_I - D_{II}$ is 0.20; for the difficult skills hierarchies, $D_I - D_{II}$ is 0.15; while, for the easy skills, $D_I - D_{II}$ is 0.05.

So far, only the error proportions have been discussed. The rest of this section is used to present and discuss the proportions of correct and incorrect decisions.

As shown in Table IX, over the valid datasets, the proportions of correct decisions tend to be smaller at the narrower 90% confidence interval. However, over the invalid datasets, the proportions of correct decisions tend to be larger at the 90% confidence interval. According to the
nature of the decision process involved in the MAX technique, the above phenomenon is logical. The narrower 90% confidence interval (as compared with the 95% confidence interval) is less likely to contain zero. Hence, the probability of indicating any hierarchy as a valid hierarchy decreases with the decrease in the width of the confidence interval. Consequently, for a valid dataset, the proportion of correct decisions tends to decrease with the decrease in the width of confidence interval. In contrast, for an invalid dataset, the proportion of correct decisions tends to increase with the decrease in the width of the confidence interval; because it is less likely to contain zero.

It may also be observed that the proportions of incorrect decisions are comparatively smaller over the valid datasets than over the invalid datasets. For example, at the 95% confidence interval, the range of incorrect decisions, over the valid datasets, is from .000 to .005. Over the invalid datasets the range is from .000 to .371.

This phenomenon might be related to the values of the \( P_{II} \) estimates upon which confidence intervals were built and validity decisions were made. Supposedly, the convergent \( P_{II} \) estimate values would be very close to the population values. For the valid datasets, the population values of \( P_{II} \) are all equal to zero. For the invalid datasets, the
population values of \( P_{II} \) depend on the skill difficulty levels. For the datasets associated with the easy, moderate and difficult skills learning hierarchies, the population \( P_{II} \) values are .03, .09 and .10 respectively. These values are distinctly different from zero.

For the invalid datasets, if the estimated values of \( P_{II} \) were very close to the corresponding population values, the confidence intervals built around \( P_{II} \) estimates should not likely contain zero. Hence, there should be little chance of incorrectly indicating an invalid hierarchy as valid. However, the high proportions of incorrect decisions, over the invalid datasets, indicate otherwise.

Recall that, in the iterative parameter estimation process used in the MAX technique, an initial set of parameter estimates is required. The White & Clark marginal frequency method for obtaining parameter estimates (from subjects' response patterns to two skill testing items per skill) was used. In this method the initial estimate values for \( P_{II} \) are set to zero for all the valid and invalid datasets. Also, recall that in discussing the problem of non-convergence of parameter estimates, it was mentioned that it might not be easy to obtain the convergence of \( \hat{P}_{II} \) in the invalid datasets.
Another possibility for the occurrence of high proportions of incorrect decisions, over the invalid datasets, is that the variance estimates of $P_{II}$ used to construct confidence intervals were so high that the chances of including zero in the confidence intervals were also high. This also might lead to the high proportions of incorrect decisions over the invalid datasets.

3.2 COMPARISONS OF OWSTON'S RESULTS WITH THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING PROCEDURE A

At the end of chapter II, criteria were established for comparing results. For the valid datasets, the proportion of "correct decisions" was required to be larger than .80 before the MAX technique was considered as satisfactory. For the invalid datasets, the proportion of "correct decisions" was required to be larger than .95. Also, these criteria were required to be met simultaneously in the valid datasets and in the corresponding (having the same level of skill difficulty, probability of guessing and sample size) invalid datasets.

Based on these criteria, (.80, .95), Owston's results (retrieved from Appendix of Owston's thesis), and the proportions of correct decisions obtained from using procedure A (retrieved from Table IX) were compared. The data used for comparisons are shown in Table X.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>400</th>
<th>600</th>
<th>800</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1200</th>
<th>1400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.934</td>
<td>.920</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td>.889</td>
<td>.877</td>
<td>.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>.944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.996</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>.998</td>
<td>.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.995</td>
<td>.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
<td>.997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Proportions of "correct decisions" at decision criteria of .75 and .25 confidence intervals, among results obtained from three source Watson's results. Results from Procedure A results from Watson and Miller's results in various combinations of validity (valid = valid, invalid = invalid). Difficulty, probability of guessing, and sample size levels.
- *Indicates that the two criteria, requiring the proportions of "correct decisions" to be larger than .90 for valid and greater than .90 for invalid, were simultaneously satisfied.
- **Indicates that data were missing from Watson's results.
It may be noticed that some extra data grouped under the headings of "Adjusted Results from Procedure A" are included. The reasons for these adjustments will be explained in the next few paragraphs.

As discussed in the last section, different error types may have different effects on the valid and invalid datasets. Thus, it appears possible to utilize this property of the error types to aid in making validity decisions.

As an extreme case, suppose that a certain error type occurred only in the valid datasets and never occurred in the invalid datasets. Further, suppose that there were sufficient evidence to believe that such a pattern was reasonable. If, based on this information, the researcher treated the occurrences of this type of error as an indication of a valid hierarchy, he would increase the proportions of correct decisions over the valid datasets by the corresponding proportions due to this type of error. At the same time, the proportions of correct decisions over the invalid datasets would not be affected by such adjustments over the valid datasets. However, the proportions of incorrect decisions over the invalid datasets would be increased by the proportions related to this error type.
Similarly, an error type that was detected mainly in the invalid datasets, might be treated as an indication of an invalid hierarchy. Consequently, the proportions of correct decisions over the invalid datasets would be increased without affecting the proportions of correct decisions over the valid datasets. Nevertheless, the proportions of incorrect decisions over the valid datasets would be increased.

Assume that, there is another error type which was detected as often among the valid datasets as among the invalid datasets. Suppose this error type had to be classified as an indication of a valid or an invalid hierarchy. The logical action is to treat this type of error as an indication of an invalid hierarchy because, from a conservative viewpoint, it is a less serious decision error to consider a valid learning hierarchy as invalid than to consider an invalid learning hierarchy as valid.

If the information on the relative incidences of proportions of the various types of errors were not fully utilized, there would be sizeable proportions of "no decisions" due to the various error types. However, the information might be profitably used to eliminate the incidences of no decisions.
Recall that two error types, "negative variance of $\hat{P}_{ii}$" and "probability values tend to be zero", discussed in the last section, were detected more often over the valid datasets. There was evidence for believing that such patterns were reasonable. If each of these two types of errors is treated as an indication of a valid learning hierarchy, the proportion of "correct decisions" over each of the valid datasets can therefore be adjusted upward to include the proportions corresponding to the above two error types. This results in little change in the error rates for invalid hierarchies.

The error types, "marginal frequency equals zero" and "extremely large parameter estimates" appear to be detected as often among the valid datasets as among the invalid datasets. As discussed earlier, based on a conservative viewpoint (considering that it is a less serious error to indicate a valid hierarchy as invalid than to indicate an invalid hierarchy as valid), each of these two error types is therefore treated as an indication of an invalid hierarchy. The proportion of "correct decisions" over each of the invalid datasets is increased to include the proportions due to these two error types. These changes over the invalid datasets result in only slight changes in the error rates for the valid hierarchies. For each of the valid datasets, the proportion of "incorrect decisions" is
increased slightly by the inclusion of the proportions due to these two error types.

The other two error types, "non-convergence of estimates" and "pseudo-convergence of estimates", were generally detected more often over the invalid datasets. So, each of these two error types is treated as an indication of an invalid hierarchy. However, it may be observed that, in so doing, the proportion of correct decisions in each of the invalid datasets is increased sizeably (in general). The reason is that in each dataset, the proportion due to each of these two error types is fairly large. At the same time, the proportion of incorrect decisions in each of the valid datasets is adjusted upward to include the proportions due to these two error types.

The adjusting process, just discussed, seems to be reasonable, because the researcher is willing to increase the proportions of correct decisions over one type of learning hierarchies (e.g. invalid hierarchies) at the expense of increasing the proportions of incorrect decisions over the other type of learning hierarchies (e.g. valid hierarchies).

The adjusted results, as discussed above are shown in Table X. However, it may be appropriate to stress here that the adjusted results cannot be considered (in the strict
case) as directly obtained from applying the MAX technique. The reason is that only some of the samples (not all) were involved in the complete process of parameter estimation, confidence interval construction and decision making. However, from a practical point of view, by treating each error type globally as an indication of a valid or an invalid hierarchy, only two categories of proportions, "correct" and "incorrect" were possible.

In fact, the adjusted results may be considered as obtained from a "hybrid" procedure for validating learning hierarchy. The reason for calling it a "hybrid" procedure is that this procedure is based partly on the MAX technique and partly on the proportions of errors detected in applying the MAX technique. Strictly speaking, only the unadjusted proportions of correct decisions may be used for comparing with the corresponding results obtained by Owston.

Using data obtained earlier (see Table X) Owston would claim that the (.80, .95) criteria, mentioned at the beginning of this section, were met 8 times at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals. However, from the unadjusted results obtained from using procedure A, the (.80, .95) criteria were not met for any of the same 27 valid and 27 invalid datasets. With the adjusted results, the (.80, .95) criteria were satisfied twice at each of the
95% and 90% confidence intervals. The \((.80, .95)\) criteria were met in the two pairs (each pair contains one valid and one invalid dataset) of datasets related to moderate and difficult skills with probability of guessing of .05 and sample sizes of 400.

From the above comparisons, it can be concluded that Owston’s results are different from the results obtained by using procedure A (which is identical to Owston’s procedure for data collection with the exception that procedure A contains error checks) before and after the adjustments were made. This conclusion leads the researcher to question the findings obtained by Owston over the datasets utilized in the current study.

In the next section, the results obtained from using procedure B will be presented and discussed.

3.3 RESULTS OBTAINED FROM USING PROCEDURE B

As mentioned before, procedure B was designed as an improved version of Owston’s procedure for validating learning hierarchies. In procedure B, some additional error checks were used. Also, there were four extra levels of decision criteria of .85%, 80%, 75% and 70% confidence intervals. Ten iterations rather than five were used in the parameter estimation process.
The results obtained from using procedure B are divided into two parts. The first part (shown in Table XI) is related to the various types of identified errors. There are altogether eight error types (classified into three error categories). Detailed descriptions of each type of error may be found in sections 1.5 and 2.1. The second part (shown in Table XII) of the results is related to the proportions of correct and incorrect decisions at each of the 95%, 90%, 85%, 80%, 75% and 70% confidence intervals.

In studying the first part of the results, the effects (on the various error proportions) of validity, skill difficulty, probability of guessing and sample sizes will be considered.

In Table XI, the proportions related to the various error types are shown. There are altogether three categories of error types detected in procedure B. The category I error types include "marginal frequency equals zero", "probability values tend to be zero", "extremely large estimates", and "negative variance of $P_{II}$". It may be recognized that these error types were studied in the discussions of the results obtained from procedure A. In fact, the first three of the above four error types are identical to the corresponding ones detected by using procedure A because, for those error types, the checks used were common to both procedure A and procedure B.
Table III: Proportions related to the various types of errors, detected by using procedure B, over the various combinations of validity, skill difficulty, probability of guessing and sample size levels.

**Notes:**
1. For each dataset, properties of "no decision" in the case of the proportions related to the various types of errors.
2. This table is to be used together with Table III.
The error type "negative variance of $P_{II}$" was defined differently in procedure B (as compared with procedure A). In procedure A, this error type was checked after the estimate of $P_{II}$ was obtained, at the end of the fifth iteration. However, in procedure B, check for convergence was made after each iteration. This error type was checked whenever the convergence of the estimate of $P_{II}$ was obtained. Since ten iterations rather than five were allowed in procedure B, this error type occurred somewhere in between the first and the tenth iteration rather than at the end of the fifth iteration. As shown in Table XI, this error type was detected mainly in the valid datasets. It was explained in section 3.1 (where error types detected in procedure A were discussed), that the more frequent occurrences of this error type ("negative variance of $P_{II}$") could be due to the fact that, in the valid datasets, the $P_{II}$ estimate values are more likely to assume small negative values.

In error category II, the two error types detected in procedure B, are "non-convergence of estimates" and "unreasonably large estimates". Both error types are related to the problems of convergence of parameter estimates. The first type was detected at the end of the tenth iteration of the parameter estimation process. The second type was detected during the parameter estimation
process by means of a range check (-1, 2) which was applied to each of the intermediate estimates.

In Table XI, it is shown that the "non-convergence of estimates" error type was detected more frequently over the invalid datasets. The explanations given to "non-convergence" cases in section 3.1 can also be used here to explain this pattern. However, it may be noted that the magnitudes of the proportions due to this error type (non-convergence of estimates) are smaller in the results obtained from using procedure B as compared with the corresponding results obtained from using procedure A. One explanation for this phenomenon is that there were more iterations allowed in procedure B (10 rather than 5). Another explanation is that the range check for "unreasonably large estimates" was utilized in procedure B to detect the cases which would potentially lead to "non-convergence" of parameter estimates. If this range check were removed, the proportions of "non-convergence" of estimates would be increased.

Over the valid datasets, the proportions, related to this error type, range from .000 to .094. The lower error proportions occurred in datasets associated with sample sizes of 400. The higher error proportions were related to small sample sizes of 40 and easy skill hierarchies. Over
the invalid datasets, the proportions range from .004 to .214. The higher proportions also tend to occur with small sample sizes of 40 and 100. The lower proportions were associated with sample sizes of 400 and small probability of guessing level of .05. The above patterns of error proportions were somewhat similar to those found in procedure A, except that, the magnitudes of the proportions of "non-convergence" in the results from using procedure A were of larger magnitudes.

Also, in Table XI, it is shown that the "unreasonably large estimates" error type was generally more often detected over the invalid datasets.

Over the valid datasets, the lower error proportions, for this error type, appear to be associated with sample sizes of 400, low probability of guessing of .05 and with moderate skill learning hierarchies. The high error proportions appear to be due to small sample sizes of 40. High proportions also seem to be related to easy skills hierarchies.

Over the invalid datasets, similar patterns may be observed, except that the proportions are generally higher than the valid counterparts.

In error category IIa, two error types are identified,
namely, "estimate \( \hat{P}_{II} \) being a large negative value" and "other estimates being outside the (0,1) range". Both error types are related to improperly convergent parameter estimates.

The first error type, in category III, was rarely detected in the invalid datasets. It is reasonable to expect that the error proportions of this type of error, were higher in the valid datasets because the population values of \( P_{II} \) over the valid datasets are all equal to zero. It may be observed, in Table XI, over the proportions in the valid datasets, that this error type was not detected in large sample sizes of 400 and was never detected in datasets with probability of guessing of .05. It is generally expected that with large sample sizes and low measurement error of probability of guessing, the parameter estimation would be more accurate. According to the nature of this error type (detected when \( P_{II} \) is less than -.05), it is reasonable to find that this error type never occurred in samples sizes of 400 and guessing probability of .05.

The second error type, in category III, is related to improperly convergent estimates other than \( \hat{P}_{II} \). (There were six other parameter estimates). The population parameter values of the other estimates range from .02 to .95. The check utilized to detect this error type was a very liberal
range check of (-.05 to 1.05). Since the results on this error type were related to 6 parameter estimates, it is difficult to provide clear cut explanations on the observed patterns of proportions. More data may be useful for better understanding of the patterns. However, it may be noted that this error type was detected more frequently in the invalid datasets. Over the invalid datasets, the proportions range from .057 to .320 and over the valid datasets, the proportions range from .000 to .136.

So far, only the first part of the results obtained from using procedure B has been presented and discussed. The second part of the results are related to correct and incorrect decisions at the various decision criteria. Brief discussions are given in the next paragraph.

As shown in Table XII, over the valid datasets, the proportions of correct decisions decrease as the width of the confidence interval decreases. However, over the invalid datasets, the proportions of correct decisions increase as the width of the confidence interval decreases. Also, the proportions of incorrect decisions are generally higher over the invalid datasets than over the valid datasets. The above phenomena were discussed when the results obtained from procedure A were studied.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Test for UNID hierarchy</th>
<th>Test for INVARID hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table XII: Proportions of correct and incorrect decisions, made by using procedure B at different confidence intervals, over the various combinations of validity, skill difficulty, probability of guessing and sample size levels.

Note: 1. "C" indicates proportion of correct decisions.
2. "I" indicates proportion of incorrect decisions.
In the next section, results obtained from the two modified versions (A and B) of Owston's procedure for validating learning hierarchies will be compared.

3.4 COMPARISONS OF RESULTS OBTAINED FROM PROCEDURES A AND B

There were only two levels of decision criteria used in procedure A. These decision criteria are 95% and 90% confidence intervals. In this section, the proportions of correct decisions obtained in both procedures (A and B) at the 95% and 90% confidence intervals are compared. The comparison criteria of (.80, .95), used in section 3.2, will also be used here. In addition to the proportion of correct decisions, comparisons will be made on the proportion of "no decisions" due to the error types detected in each of the two procedures.

As additional information, the proportions of correct decisions (obtained in procedure B; shown in Table XII) were adjusted by utilizing the error proportions. The adjustment process will be mentioned in this section. The adjusted proportions of correct decisions obtained from each of the two procedures (A and B) were also compared by means of the (.80, .95) criteria, at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals.
At the end of this section, the adjusted proportions of "correct decisions", obtained in procedure B, at each of the 85%, 80%, 75% and 70% confidence intervals, will be shown. The incidences of meeting the (.80, .95) criteria will be briefly discussed.

As shown in Table XIII, the proportions of "no decisions" over the 27 valid and 27 invalid datasets, are generally lower in the results obtained from using procedure B. This implies that, by using procedure B, there were generally fewer incidences of "no decisions" cases. One main reason for this phenomenon is that ten rather than five iterations were allowed in procedure B. The proportion of "non-convergence", for each dataset, was thus reduced in procedure B. Consequently, the proportion of "no decisions" was also smaller.

Also, in Table XIII, it may be observed that at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals, the proportions of correct decisions are relatively higher in the results obtained from using procedure B. However, it is indicated in the data in Table XIII that the (.80, .95) criteria were not satisfied.

In Table XIV, comparisons between procedure A and B are made by utilizing the adjusted results. The adjusted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty</th>
<th>Probability of</th>
<th>Proportions of Correct Decisions</th>
<th>Procedure A</th>
<th>Procedure B</th>
<th>Procedure A</th>
<th>Procedure B</th>
<th>Procedure A</th>
<th>Procedure B</th>
<th>Procedure A</th>
<th>Procedure B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td>.752</td>
<td>.3565</td>
<td>.3534</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td>.744</td>
<td>.0238</td>
<td>.0236</td>
<td>.0234</td>
<td>.0236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>.748</td>
<td>.720</td>
<td>.3543</td>
<td>.3511</td>
<td>.748</td>
<td>.711</td>
<td>.0221</td>
<td>.0212</td>
<td>.0218</td>
<td>.0218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.682</td>
<td>.3526</td>
<td>.3494</td>
<td>.710</td>
<td>.672</td>
<td>.0206</td>
<td>.0206</td>
<td>.0206</td>
<td>.0206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.650</td>
<td>.3505</td>
<td>.3473</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.640</td>
<td>.0192</td>
<td>.0192</td>
<td>.0192</td>
<td>.0192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.620</td>
<td>.3485</td>
<td>.3453</td>
<td>.680</td>
<td>.610</td>
<td>.0178</td>
<td>.0178</td>
<td>.0178</td>
<td>.0178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>.579</td>
<td>.448</td>
<td>.3463</td>
<td>.3431</td>
<td>.579</td>
<td>.434</td>
<td>.0160</td>
<td>.0160</td>
<td>.0160</td>
<td>.0160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>.533</td>
<td>.345</td>
<td>.3442</td>
<td>.3410</td>
<td>.533</td>
<td>.334</td>
<td>.0146</td>
<td>.0146</td>
<td>.0146</td>
<td>.0146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.311</td>
<td>.3421</td>
<td>.3389</td>
<td>.500</td>
<td>.321</td>
<td>.0132</td>
<td>.0132</td>
<td>.0132</td>
<td>.0132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.480</td>
<td>.280</td>
<td>.3400</td>
<td>.3368</td>
<td>.480</td>
<td>.269</td>
<td>.0118</td>
<td>.0118</td>
<td>.0118</td>
<td>.0118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>.3380</td>
<td>.3348</td>
<td>.460</td>
<td>.240</td>
<td>.0104</td>
<td>.0104</td>
<td>.0104</td>
<td>.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.440</td>
<td>.220</td>
<td>.3360</td>
<td>.3328</td>
<td>.440</td>
<td>.210</td>
<td>.0090</td>
<td>.0090</td>
<td>.0090</td>
<td>.0090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
<td>Invalid</td>
<td>Valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>.723</td>
<td>.0065</td>
<td>.0076</td>
<td>.857</td>
<td>.723</td>
<td>.0090</td>
<td>.0091</td>
<td>.0090</td>
<td>.0090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td>.684</td>
<td>.0080</td>
<td>.0091</td>
<td>.823</td>
<td>.684</td>
<td>.0109</td>
<td>.0110</td>
<td>.0109</td>
<td>.0109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.760</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>.0130</td>
<td>.0141</td>
<td>.760</td>
<td>.614</td>
<td>.0155</td>
<td>.0156</td>
<td>.0155</td>
<td>.0155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.578</td>
<td>.0155</td>
<td>.0166</td>
<td>.730</td>
<td>.578</td>
<td>.0180</td>
<td>.0181</td>
<td>.0180</td>
<td>.0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.544</td>
<td>.0180</td>
<td>.0191</td>
<td>.700</td>
<td>.544</td>
<td>.0205</td>
<td>.0206</td>
<td>.0205</td>
<td>.0205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IIII: Comparisons of the proportions of "no decisions" and the proportions of correct decisions at 95% and 99% confidence intervals, for procedures A and B, over the various combinations of difficulty, probability, validity, skill hierarchy, and sample size levels.

Note: "Valid" indicates datasets; for example "Valid Pa" indicates datasets that characterize valid hierarchies.
### Table III: Proportions of Correct Decisions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Difficulty Levels</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Invalid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedure A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy (.90, .90)</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.265</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.70</td>
<td>0.642</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.20</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Procedure B**        |       |         |       |         |       |         |       |         |
| Easy (.90, .90)        | 0.204 | 0.796   | 0.642 | 0.567   | 0.265 | 0.735   | 0.613 | 0.577   |
| .70                    | 0.642 | 0.358   | 0.158 | 0.842   | 0.697 | 0.303   | 0.230 | 0.770   |
| .20                    | 0.977 | 0.023   | 0.977 | 0.023   | 0.977 | 0.023   | 0.977 | 0.023   |

#### Notes:
- "Be" indicates that the two criteria, requiring the proportions of "correct decisions" to be larger than .50 for valid hierarchies and to be larger than .40 for invalid hierarchies, were simultaneously satisfied.

Table III: Proportions of the adjusted (.05) confidence intervals for correct decisions at .90 and .95 confidence intervals, for procedures A and B, over the different combinations of validity, skill difficulty, probability of guessing, and sample size levels.
results related to procedure A were retrieved from Table X. The adjusted results from procedure B were obtained by the process described in the next paragraph.

Recall that in discussing the various types of errors detected by using procedure B, it was suggested (directly or indirectly) that some error types mainly occurred over the valid datasets while the rest occurred chiefly over the invalid datasets. The three error types, namely, "probability values tend to be zero", "negative variance of \( \hat{P}_{II} \)", and "convergent \( P_{II} \) estimate being a large negative number", were more often detected over the valid datasets. Each of these error types was treated as an indication of a valid learning hierarchy. For each valid dataset, the proportion of correct decisions at each of the decision criteria was adjusted upward to include the proportions due to these three error types. There was no change in the proportions of "correct decisions" over the invalid datasets. The other five error types, namely, "marginal frequency equals zero", etc., were detected more often over the invalid datasets. Each of these five error types was considered globally as an indication of an invalid hierarchy. For each invalid dataset, the proportion of correct decisions at each of the decision criteria was adjusted upward to include the proportions due to these five error types. The adjusted proportions of "correct
decisions" in procedure B were shown in Table XIV and Table XV.

It may be observed, in Table XIV, that at 95\% confidence interval, with the adjusted results the (.80, .95) criteria were satisfied twice in the results obtained from each of the two procedures. However, at the 90\% confidence interval, these criteria were satisfied three times in the adjusted results obtained from procedure B (as can be observed in the last two columns of Table XIV).

In Table XV, it is shown that, as the width of the confidence interval decreases, the (.80, .95) criteria tended to be more often met. At each of the 75\% and 70\% confidence intervals, in the adjusted results obtained from procedure B, the (.80, .95) criteria were satisfied eight times. Of these eight times, six occurred over sample sizes of 400 and two occurred over sample sizes of 100. With respect to measurement error of guessing, of these eight times, five occurred over the low guessing level of .05, two over the level of .20 and one over the level of .25. As far as skill difficulty level is concerned, of these 8 times, four occurred in datasets associated with moderate skills learning hierarchies, three in difficult skills learning hierarchies and one in the easy skills learning hierarchies.
## Table III: Adjusted Proportions of "Correct Decisions" at 85%, 90%, 95%, 98% Confidence Intervals, for Procedure P, over the Different Combinations of Validity, Skill Difficulty, Probability of Genuine and Sample Size Levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Difficulty Levels (D = D)</th>
<th>Probability of Decisions (p)</th>
<th>85% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>90% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>98% Confidence Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Valid Decisions</td>
<td>Invalid Decisions</td>
<td>Valid Decisions</td>
<td>Invalid Decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D = D</td>
<td>D = D</td>
<td>D = D</td>
<td>D = D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy (1.75, 2.00)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.323</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>.435</td>
<td>.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate (1.70, 2.00)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.323</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>.435</td>
<td>.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult (1.40, 2.50)</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.200</td>
<td>.219</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.307</td>
<td>.323</td>
<td>.338</td>
<td>.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.404</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>.435</td>
<td>.450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates that the ten criteria, requiring the proportions of "correct decisions" to be larger than .80 for valid hierarchy and to be larger than .85 for invalid hierarchy, were simultaneously satisfied.
Recall that, using the results shown in Table X, Owston claimed that the (.80, .95) criteria were satisfied eight times, at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals. By comparing Table X with Table XV, it may be observed that the (.80, .95) criteria were met in the same eight pairs of datasets (one pair contains one valid and the corresponding invalid datasets). This implies that, based on the (.80, .95) criteria, the adjusted results obtained from using procedure B at each of the 75% and 70% confidence intervals, were as good as the results obtained by Owston at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals.

So far, the results obtained in this study together with the pertinent data obtained by Owston have been presented and discussed. In the next few pages, a brief summary and some general conclusions are made.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A learning hierarchy is a network of intellectual skills arranged in such a manner that the lower-order skills are hypothesized to be the prerequisites of the higher-order skills. White & Clark proposed a theoretical model to describe a two-skill learning hierarchy. In this model, two questions per skill were used to test skill possession; also, measurement errors were considered.

Owston developed a technique, called MAX, for validating two-skill learning hierarchies. The MAX technique is essentially a statistical procedure for estimating one of the parameters, $P_{II}$, of the White & Clark Model. This parameter is zero for valid hierarchies and larger than zero (but less than 1) for invalid hierarchies.

An iterative maximum likelihood method of estimation was utilized in the MAX technique. From an observed 3x3 pattern of subjects' responses to two questions per skill, a first approximation of the maximum likelihood estimates was obtained via the marginal frequency approach devised by White & Clark. The value of the $P_{II}$ estimate, contained in the final set of estimates, was used for making a decision on the validity of the related hierarchy. To do this, a
confidence interval was constructed around the final $P_{II}$ estimate. If this confidence interval included a zero value, it was concluded that the hierarchy is valid; otherwise it was concluded that the hierarchy is invalid. (note that this conclusion or decision may be correct or incorrect depending on the actual validity of the hierarchy).

Owston then implemented the MAX technique and a data generating procedure in a computer program to test the performance of the MAX technique.

For generating simulated data, Owston specified 48 sets of population parameters. These 48 sets were formed by combining the various levels of validity of hierarchy, skill difficulty and measurement error. From each of these parameter sets, 1000 random samples were drawn at each of four levels of sample sizes of 25, 40, 100 and 400.

Next, Owston set up criteria for evaluating the usefulness of the MAX technique. He required that the proportion of correct decisions should be higher than .80 for 1000 samples drawn from valid hierarchies and .95 for samples drawn from invalid hierarchies. These criteria, (.80, .95), were applied to analyze the usefulness of the MAX technique over the valid and invalid hierarchies associated with different levels of skill difficulty,
measurement error of guessing and sample size.

However, in Owston's computer program, various errors were identified in the part of the program where the MAX technique was implemented. These identified errors were grouped into three categories.

Category I error types were associated with problems that caused computer interruptions. Category II error types were related to the problems of non-convergence of parameter estimates in the iterative parameter estimation process. Category III error types were related to improperly convergent estimates.

The identification of the various error types leads the researcher to question the results obtained by Owston.

Two questions about the MAX technique were then raised. The first question was about the usefulness of the MAX technique when the identified errors were considered. The second question was about the possibilities of improving the implementation procedure of the MAX technique.

Corresponding to these two questions, two procedures, A and B, were developed. Procedure A was identical to Owston's procedure for implementing the MAX technique except that error checks were installed for counting the frequency of occurrence of the various identified error types. Two levels of decision criteria, the 95% and 90% confidence
intervals, were used in procedure A. Procedure B was designed to improve upon procedure A; ten rather than five iterations were used in procedure B; also four extra levels of decision criteria, the 85%, 80%, 75% and 70% confidence intervals were used in procedure B.

The design for collecting data, in this study, was similar to Owston's design. From Owston's 48 sets of population parameters, 18 sets were chosen. These 18 sets were formed by combining three levels of skill difficulty and three levels of measurement error of guessing, at each of the two levels of validity of learning hierarchy (valid and invalid). The three levels of skill difficulty were easy (0.95, 0.90), moderate (0.70, 0.50) and difficult (0.40, 0.25); the three levels of measurement errors (guessing probabilities) were .05, .20 and .25.

From four levels of sample sizes used by Owston, three levels, namely, 40, 100 and 400, were selected. 1000 random samples were generated from each set of parameters at each level of sample size. Each 1000 random sample thus generated was called a dataset. Hence, by combining 18 sets of population parameters with three levels of sample sizes, 27 datasets related to valid hierarchies (called valid datasets) and 27 corresponding datasets related to invalid learning hierarchies (called invalid datasets) were formed.
Owston's criteria, (.80, .95), for judging the usefulness of the MAX technique, were also utilized for each pair of datasets (one valid and one corresponding invalid datasets).

One unique feature in the current design is that besides calculating the proportions of correct and incorrect decisions when testing the MAX technique, the proportions due to each type of identified error were also calculated. The sum of the error proportions was called the proportion of "no decisions".

Results obtained from using procedure A were then presented. It was found that the proportions of "no decisions" for each pair of datasets were generally high. By analysing the proportions of "no decisions" according to the error types in the error categories, it was found that error types related to non-convergence of parameter estimates were generally detected more often than other error types. Furthermore, it was observed that non-convergence of estimates occurred more frequently in the invalid datasets.

The (.80, .95) criteria on the proportions of correct decisions were not met in any pair of the 27 pairs of datasets. Based on his results, Owston found that the (.80, .95) criteria were met eight times over these dataset pairs.
In analysing the error proportions, it was identified that some error types occurred more often over the valid datasets, while some error types occurred more often over the invalid datasets. These differences among the error types were utilized to aid in validity decision making. An extra set of results was obtained via an adjusting process, in which each error type was either classified as an indication of a valid hierarchy or an invalid hierarchy.

The adjusted results obtained from using procedure A were also compared with Owston's results. It was found that, with the adjusted results, the (.80, .95) criteria were met in two pairs of datasets at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals.

Since Owston's results were different from results obtained from using procedure A, before and after adjustments, it was concluded that Owston's results, over the 27 pairs of datasets used in this study, were questionable.

Then, the results obtained from using procedure B was analysed. The proportions of "no decisions" (due to various error types), detected in procedure B, over each pair of datasets, were compared with the corresponding proportions obtained in procedure A. It was found that lower proportions of "no decisions" were detected in procedure B.
One explanation for this phenomenon was that more iterations were allowed in procedure B.

At each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals, the proportions of correct decisions, obtained in procedures A and B, were also compared. It was noted that, generally, over each dataset, the proportion of correct decisions obtained in procedure B was higher than those obtained in procedure A. This indicates that procedure B was in fact an improved version of the procedure for implementing the MAX technique.

With the error proportions being utilized, the results obtained from procedure B were adjusted. These adjusted results were compared with the corresponding adjusted results obtained from procedure A. At the 90% confidence interval, the (.80, .95) criteria were met, in procedure B results, in three pairs of datasets.

The adjusted results obtained from procedure B, at 95%, 80%, 75% and 70% confidence intervals were also presented and discussed. The (.80, .95) criteria tended to be more often met at the narrower confidence intervals. At each of the 75% and 70% confidence intervals, the (.80, .95) criteria were met eight times over 8 pairs of datasets. These 8 pairs of datasets were the same ones in which Owston found that the (.80, .95) criteria were met at each of the 95% and 90% confidence intervals.
It was observed that, of these 8 pairs of datasets, 6 pairs were associated with sample sizes of 400, 2 pairs were associated with sizes of 100. Based on these observations, it is recommended that in utilizing the MAX technique for validating learning hierarchies, large sample sizes should be used; preferably, the sizes of 400. Generally sample sizes of 40 or less should not be used.

Besides sample size, skill difficulty and measurement error of guessing are two factors that also influence the performance of the MAX technique. It was found that, at 75% and 70% confidence intervals, the (.80, .95) criteria were met in four dataset pairs associated with moderate skill hierarchies, in three dataset pairs associated with difficult skill hierarchies, and only in one dataset pair associated with easy skill learning hierarchies. For easy skills, such as those found in mastery tests, the MAX technique is generally not recommended, except when the probability of guessing is about .05 and when large sample sizes are used.

With respect to the measurement error of guessing, it was noted that at each of the 75% and 70% confidence intervals, the (.80, .95) criteria were satisfied five times when the guessing probabilities were very small; the (.80, .95) criteria were satisfied twice in dataset pairs.
associated with measurement error of guessing of .20, and only once with guessing probability of .25. This implies that the use of the technique is questionable when using multiple choice test questions with five or four options.

Overall speaking, MAX can be a useful technique for validating learning hierarchies if narrower confidence intervals (such as 75% or 70%) were used, and if errors identified in the technique were utilized to aid in the decision making process.

As has been discussed, non-convergence of parameter estimates is one of the most frequently detected error type in the MAX technique. It is suggested that future researchers may find it interesting to resolve the problems associated with non-convergence of estimates in the MAX technique. Perhaps, if some other methods were used to obtain an initial set of parameter estimates from a 3x3 pattern of subject responses, the frequency of occurrence of the various error types might be drastically reduced. If that were the case, then the proportions of correct decisions and consequently the performance of the MAX technique might be improved.

A probabilistic technique for validating learning hierarchies
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Appendix A

Determination of population parameters from difficulty levels of skills I and II

The difficulty of skill I, $D_I$, and the difficulty of skill II, $D_{II}$, can be expressed in terms of the four population parameters, $P_O$, $P_I$, $P_{II}$ and $P_B$. $P_O$ is the proportion of subjects possessing neither skill I nor skill II, $P_I$ is the proportion possessing only skill I, $P_{II}$ is the proportion possessing only skill II, $P_B$ is the proportion possessing both skill I and skill II.

$$D_I = P_I + P_B$$
$$= \text{proportion possessing skill I},$$

$$D_{II} = P_B + P_{II}$$
$$= \text{proportion possessing skill II},$$

$$\bar{D_I} = 1 - D_I \quad \text{and}$$

$$\bar{D}_{II} = 1 - D_{II} .$$

Beginning with a choice of $D_I$, for example, to be 0.95, $D_{II}$ can be determined via an assumption that in a valid hierarchy, the phi correlation coefficient, $\phi$, is approximately 0.68, and that $P_{II} = 0$. Solving a formula

$$\phi^2 = \frac{D_I D_{II}}{\bar{D}_{II} \bar{D_I}} \quad \text{for} \quad D_{II}, \quad D_{II} = 0.898 \div 0.90 .$$

The four $P$'s can hence be found using the following formulae:

$$P_O = \bar{D}_I = 0.05 ,$$

$$P_I = D_I - D_{II} = 0.05 ,$$

$$P_{II} = 0 ,$$

$$P_B = D_{II} = 0.90 .$$
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The $P$'s for the corresponding invalid population (e.g. with $\phi = 0.25$) can be obtained by letting $P_{II} = x$, and $\phi = 0.25$, where $x = \frac{D_{II}}{D_{II} - \phi \sqrt{D_{I} D_{II} D_{II}}}$. Solving for $x$ using the previous $D_{I}$, $D_{II}$ values, $x = 0.287 \pm 0.03$.

The other $P$ values are found using formulae

$$P_{O} = \frac{D_{I} - x}{0.02},$$
$$P_{I} = \frac{D_{I} - D_{II} + x}{0.08},$$
$$P_{B} = \frac{D_{II} - x}{0.87}.$$

At the skill difficulties of (.95, .90), there are four pairs of populations at the four levels of errors of guessing; however the $P$ values for valid and invalid populations have definite patterns as follow*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$P_{O}$</th>
<th>$P_{I}$</th>
<th>$P_{II}$</th>
<th>$P_{B}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>valid</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invalid</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Same results as obtained by Owston (p.96, set#1 and #9); the formulae derivations are based on Keith, p.67.
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Obtaining an initial set of parameter estimates

Owston used the marginal frequencies method to obtain an initial set of parameter estimates required for the process of scoring. He followed the procedures devised by White & Clark. White & Clark set $\hat{\beta}_I = 0$, $\hat{\beta}_B = 1$, and $\hat{\beta}_C = 1$. That is, the proportion possessing skill II without possessing skill I is set to zero, the probability of guessing skill I items is set to zero, and for those who possess skill II, their chance of answering skill II test items correctly are assumed to be 1. Then White & Clark derived formulae to express the other parameter estimates in terms of the marginal frequencies. With an observed 3x3 table as shown in Figure B (same 3x3 table used by Owston for illustrating the MAX technique), the following expressions can be formed. When the marginal frequencies, $(a, b, \ldots, f)$, are substituted into the expressions, numerical values of parameter estimates can be found.

So, $\hat{\beta}_a = \frac{2a}{2a+b} = 0.9731$,

$\hat{\beta}_d = \frac{e}{e+2f} = 0.1929$,

$\hat{\beta}_b = 1 - \frac{4f}{2N} = 0.5796$,

$\hat{\beta}_o = 1 - (\hat{\beta}_b + \hat{\beta}_I) = 0.0886$. 
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No. of skill II items answered correctly

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of skill I items answered correctly</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                       | f=46| e=22| d=100| N=168

Figure 3: Hypothetical observed frequencies used in illustrating the method of calculating initial parameter estimates
Appendix C

Flowchart to show the various checks implemented in procedure A & B
Appendix D

**MAIN PROGRAM TO TEST THE PERFORMANCE OF MAX TECHNIQUE**

**REQUIRES SUBROUTINES GE, WA, MAX.**

**DIMENSION H(N), P0(2), P1(2), P2(2), Z(6), JH(6), JN(6), AST(2)**

**M FOR SAMPLE SIZES, PP'S FOR CONSTANT VALUES OF P-PARAMETERS,**

**ONE SET FOR VALID HIERARCHIES, ANOTHER SET FOR INVALID HIERARCHIES,**

**Z FOR DIFFERENT WIDTHS OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS,**

**JH FOR RETURNED VALUES OF DECISION FOR MAX SUBROUTINE,**

**JN AS ACCUMULATING COUNTERS; AST FOR STOPPING APOSTROPHE AND BLANK.**

**IND IS AN INDICATOR OF WRITING ERROR CRITERIA; H AS COUNTER FOR**

**INVALID HIERARCHIES; ZN FOR THE NORMAL DEVIATE VALUES**

**DIMENSION IND(6), JH(6), JN(6), ER(7)**

**DIMENSION IC(10), IE(2), ICC(10), IEE(2), IN(10), IK(10), KN(12), KB(10)**

**DIMENSION INH(10), KHK(10), KKH(10)**

**MNF OBSERVED FREQUENCY VALUES, CORRESPONDING TO THE 3X3 TABLE,**

**FAMILARLY, AP, AE, ... CD, TOGETHER WITH SAMPLE SIZES N, APE**

**COMMON TO THE MAIN PROGRAM AND SUBROUTINES**

**COMMON AF, AT, AD, BF, BE, CF, CE, N**

**INTEGER AP, AT, AD, BF, BE, CF, CE, CD, AST, EPP**

**DATA ASV/5, 1/5**

**DATA EPP/A, B, C, D, E, F, **

**REAL HOP(6), HJP(6)**

**EXE* 0 P0, P1, P2, P3, T, TB, TC, TD, PP(9), HH(7), PI(9), D**

**READ: FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION (IS), SEED IS=692035491**

**FOUR LEVELS OF SAMPLE SIZE (N), ALSO DENOTED BY (N) IN PGM.**

**THE POPULATION NUMBER (NP), DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF SKILL 1 (D1)**

**DIFFICULTIES OF SKILL 2 (D2), CONSTANT SET OF THETA VALUES,**

**TA, TB, TC, TD; CONSTANT SETS OF P-VALUES FOR VALID AND**

**INVALID HIERARCHIES, (P0(1), P1(2), ... , P2(1), P2(2));**

**SIX DIFFERENT CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS; ZN, NORMAL DEVIATES**

**READ(5,10) IS, (H(I), I=1,6), FP, D1, D2, TA, TB, TC, TD, (PP0(I), PP1(I),**

**PP2(I), P0(I), P1(I), P1(I), I=1,6), (ZN(I), I=1,6)**

**10 POPMAT(39,413,242,2,4F2,3,2F2,2,4F2,2,2F2,2,4F2,2,1X/, 2F4,2)**

**PRINT HEADING FOR OUTPUT**

**WRITE(6,15), FP, D1, D2, TA, TB, TC, TD**

**WRITE(9,15), FP, D1, D2, TA, TB, TC, TD**

**15 POPMAT(*', POPULATION NUMBER: ’1,2,3,4', '1X, 'DIFFICULT LEVEL OF SKILL 1: ’1,3,4,2,1X, ’DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF SKILL 2: ’2,1,3,4,2, ’DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF SKILL 3: ’2,3,4,2,1X, ’DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF SKILL 4: ’2,3,4,2,1X, ’DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF CORRECTNESS: ’5,1,2,3, *4,2,4,1X**

**WRITE(6,25) (PP0(I), PP1(I), PP2(I), PP3(I), I=1,6)**

**WRITE(9,25) (PP0(I), PP1(I), PP2(I), PP3(I), I=1,6)**

**25 POPMAT(*', PROPORTIONS OF SKILL POSSESSION: ’1,5, ’VALID HIER.**

**1,4,1X, ’PO=', ’F2,4,2,1X, ’F2,4,2,1X, ’F2,4,2, ’F2,4,2,1X, ’F2,4,2, ’F2,4,2,1X, ’F2,4,2, ’F2,4,2,1X, ’F2,4,2, ’F2,4,2,1X, **

**WRITE(6,152) IS**

**WRITE(9,152) IS**

**152 POPMAT(‘*’, INITIAL RANDOM NO. IS: ’3X,19)****

**WRITE(6,41) M(3)**

**WRITE(9,41) M(3)**

**41 POPMAT(‘*, SAMPLE SIZE IS: ’6X, ‘*****’**

**WRITE(6,42)**

**WRITE(9,42)**

**42 POPMAT(*’, ’SYMBOLS USED TO DENOTE COMPLETION STATUS**

**C FOR EACH SAMPLE, ‘/’, ‘/’, ‘SYMBOL’, ‘/’, ‘SYMBOL’, ‘/’, ‘DESCRIPTIONS’**

**WRITE(6,43)**
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43 FORMAT( ' *5X,'AV',9X,'MARGINAL COLUMN TOTAL, F ,EQUALS TO ZERO,CAN
44 USING UNDETERMINED SITUATION')
45 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'INITIAL ESTIMATE(S) OUTSIDE THE RANGE (0,1)')
46 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'MAX TECH. INVOLVING EST. (S) P20,P21,...VALUES
47 C1 ONE OF MORE SUCH VALUE FOUND TO BE ZERO,CASING UNDETERMINED SITUATIONS
48 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'DUPING ITERATIVE PROCESS,EXTREMELY ESTIMATES O
49 CUTSIDE (-1,2) RANGE OCCURRED;SUBSEQUENT CONVERG. NOT LIKELY')
50 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'AT ENDED OF 10 ITERATIONS CONVERGENCE WAS NOT
51 C1 TAINED')
52 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'CONV. WITHIN 10 ITER. BUT ESTIMATES OFF (-0.
53 COS, 1.05) RANGE OR ERROR VAPE INCE OF P2 CO.')
54 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'CONV. WITHIN 10 ITER. AND MAX TECH. CAN BE M
55 CHARGED TO APPLICATION TO MAKE VALIDITY DECISIONS')

C== FIRST LOOP TO VARY SAMPLE SIZE AT 4 LEVELS
N=1(3) N=10
C== SET CUMULATIVE COUNTERS TO ZERO
C== FOR EACH SAMPLE SIZE, AFTER GENERATING 1000 SAMPLES ON VALID HIERARCHIES
C== ANOTHER 1000 SAMPLES WILL BE GENERATED ON INVALID HIERARCHIES
C== SECOND LOOP FOR VALID AND INVALID HIERARCHIES
DO 30 J=1,2
30 CONTINUE
WHITE(9,43)
WHITE(6,44)
WHITE(9,44)
WHITE(9,45)
WHITE(9,46)
WHITE(9,46)
WHITE(9,47)
WHITE(9,47)
WHITE(6,48)
WHITE(9,48)
WHITE(9,49)
WHITE(6,49)

WHITE(9,43)
WHITE(6,44)
WHITE(9,44)
WHITE(6,45)
WHITE(6,46)
WHITE(9,46)
WHITE(6,47)
WHITE(6,47)
WHITE(6,48)
WHITE(9,48)
WHITE(6,49)

43 FORMAT( ' *5X,'AV',9X,'MARGINAL COLUMN TOTAL, F ,EQUALS TO ZERO,CAN
44 USING UNDETERMINED SITUATION')
45 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'INITIAL ESTIMATE(S) OUTSIDE THE RANGE (0,1)')
46 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'MAX TECH. INVOLVING EST. (S) P20,P21,...VALUES
47 C1 ONE OF MORE SUCH VALUE FOUND TO BE ZERO,CASING UNDETERMINED SITUATIONS
48 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'DUPING ITERATIVE PROCESS,EXTREMELY ESTIMATES O
49 CUTSIDE (-1,2) RANGE OCCURRED;SUBSEQUENT CONVERG. NOT LIKELY')
50 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'AT ENDED OF 10 ITERATIONS CONVERGENCE WAS NOT
51 C1 TAINED')
52 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'CONV. WITHIN 10 ITER. BUT ESTIMATES OFF (-0.
53 COS, 1.05) RANGE OR ERROR VAPE INCE OF P2 CO.')
54 FORMAT( ' *5X,'B1',9X,'CONV. WITHIN 10 ITER. AND MAX TECH. CAN BE M
55 CHARGED TO APPLICATION TO MAKE VALIDITY DECISIONS')

C== FIRST LOOP TO VARY SAMPLE SIZE AT 4 LEVELS
N=1(3) N=10
C== SET CUMULATIVE COUNTERS TO ZERO
C== FOR EACH SAMPLE SIZE, AFTER GENERATING 1000 SAMPLES ON VALID HIERARCHIES
C== ANOTHER 1000 SAMPLES WILL BE GENERATED ON INVALID HIERARCHIES
C== SECOND LOOP FOR VALID AND INVALID HIERARCHIES
DO 30 J=1,2
30 CONTINUE

WHITE(9,43)
WHITE(6,44)
WHITE(9,44)
WHITE(9,45)
WHITE(9,46)
WHITE(9,46)
WHITE(9,47)
WHITE(9,47)
WHITE(6,48)
WHITE(9,48)
WHITE(9,49)
WHITE(6,49)

WHITE(9,43)
WHITE(6,44)
WHITE(9,44)
WHITE(6,45)
WHITE(6,46)
WHITE(9,46)
WHITE(6,47)
WHITE(6,47)
WHITE(6,48)
WHITE(9,48)
WHITE(6,49)
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IF(K.LT.25) GOTO 17
GOTO 18

17 M=M+1
IF(M.EQ.11) GOTO 82
GOTO 83

82 WRITE(6,51)
WRITE(9,51)
WRITE(6,36)
WRITE(9,36)
WRITE(6,37)
WRITE(9,37)
WRITE(6,38)
WRITE(9,38)
WRITE(6,39)
WRITE(9,39)
M=1

19 IF(K.GT.25) GOTO 19
GOTO 82

19 M=M+1
IF(M.EQ.11) GOTO 94
GOTO 83

94 WRITE(9,51)
WRITE(9,36)
WRITE(9,37)
WRITE(9,38)
WRITE(9,39)
M=1

CALL GFM SUBROUTINE TO CREATE A 3X3 TABLE OF OBSERVED FREQUENCIES
CALL WC SUBROUTINE TO ARRIVE AT AN INITIAL SET OF STATISTICS TO BE
USED BY THE MAX SUBROUTINE

83 CALL GFM(P0,P1,P2,P3,T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8)
IF(I(2).EQ.1) GOTO 10
PI(1)=P0
PI(2)=P1
PI(3)=P2
PI(4)=P3
PI(5)=T1
PI(6)=T2
PI(7)=T3
PI(8)=T4
IF(I(9).EQ.1) GOTO 3
GOTO 4

DO 5 I=1,2
T(I)=T(I)+T(I)
5 CONTINUE
IF(K.LE.25) GOTO 20
GOTO 21

20 WRITE(6,55) IND(J),ERP(1),K,AP,AZ,AD,EF,BE,BD,CP,CY,CP,JJ
55 FORMAT(1X,'1',1X,A1,1X,A1,1X,I9(1X,I3),8X,I2)
21 WRITE(9,55) IND(J),ERP(1),K,AP,AZ,AD,EF,BE,BD,CP,CY,CP,JJ
GOTO 50

3 DO 7 I=1,9
TCC(I)=TCC(I)+TCC(I)
7 CONTINUE
D=0.0

CALL MAX SUBROUTINE, PASSING THE CONFIDENCE INTERVAL WIDTHS AND
RETURN THE CORRESPONDING DECISION VALUES(1 INDICATES VALID, 0 INDICATES
INVALID)

CALL MAX(P0,P1,P2,P3,T1,T2,T3,T4,T5,T6,T7,T8,T9,T10,K,J1,K2,J3,J4,J5,J6,J7,J8,J9,J10)
CALL NY(EQ.1) GOTO 76

GOTO 76

75 J NT=NT+NY
JY1=JY1+NY
JY2=JY2+NY
NY1=EJY1+JY1
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\begin{verbatim}
MJY2=MJY2+JY2
MJY1=MJY1+1-JY1
MJY2=MJY2+1-JY2
76 IF(IN(10).EQ.1)GOTO 8
IF(KM(9).EQ.1)GOTO 9
IF(KM(10).PO.1)GOTO 11
IF(K10.EQ.1)GOTO 12
IF(K5.EQ.1)KSS=KSS+KS
GOTO 62
8 DO 13 I=1,10
INN(I)=INN(I)+IN(I)
13 CONTINUE
JP1=JV1
JP2=JV2
MJP1=MJP1+JP1
MJP2=MJP2+JP2
MJP1=MJP1+1-JP1
MJP2=MJP2+1-JP2
GOTO 62
9 DO 14 I=1,9
KN(I)=KN(I)+KN(I)
14 CONTINUE
GOTO 62
11 DO 16 I=1,12
KM(I)=KM(I)+KM(I)
16 CONTINUE
GOTO 62
12 K10=K10+1
C** DEPENDING ON VALIDITY OF HIERARCHIES, STANDARDS OF CORRECT DECISION ARE DIFFERENT
62 MJ1=MJ1+JV1
MJ2=MJ2+JV2
MJ1=MJ1+1-JV1
MJ2=MJ2+1-JV2
MCC=MCC+VOC
MLOH=MLOH+LO
MMOK=MMOK+MO
IF(MOC.EQ.1)GOTO 84
GOTO 85
84 MK1=MK1+JK1
MK2=MK2+JK2
MK1=MK1+1-JK1
MK2=MK2+1-JK2
85 IF(LOH.EQ.1)GOTO 86
GOTO 87
86 MJ1=MJ1+JH1
MJ2=MJ2+JH2
MJ1=MJ1+1-JH1
MJ2=MJ2+1-JH2
87 IF(MOK.EQ.1)GOTO 91
GOTO 92
91 JC1=JV1
JC2=JV2
MJC1=MJC1+JC1
MJC2=MJC2+JC2
MJC1=MJC1+1-JC1
MJC2=MJC2+1-JC2
92 IF(IN(10).EQ.1)GOTO 50
IF(IN(1).EQ.1)GOTO 50
IF(KM(9).EQ.1)GOTO 50
IF(KM(10).EQ.1)GOTO 50
IF(K10.EQ.1)GOTO 50
IF(J.EQ.2)GOTO 50
C** LOOP TO SUM OF NUMBER OF INCORRECT DECISIONS FOR VALID HIERARCHIES
DO 60 L=1,6
MJ(L)=MJ(L)+1-JM(L)
\end{verbatim}
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60 CONTINUE
GO TO 50

C** LOOP TO SUM UP NUMBER OF INCORRECT DECISIONS FOR INVALID HIERARCHIES
96 DO 80 L=1,6
MJ(L)=MJ(L)+JM(L)
NJ(L)=NJ(L)+1-JM(L)
80 CONTINUE

C** THIRD LOOP COMPLETED
50 CONTINUE
K=K-1

C** FOR VALID HIERARCHIES
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 100
WRITE (2,3) *KHN*(10)+K10X+KNN*(10)+K
DO 78 L=1,6
MJP(L)=100*FLOAT(MJ(L))/FLOAT(KSS)
NJP(L)=100*FLOAT(NJ(L))/FLOAT(KSS)
78 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,5) MP,DP,D2,TTA,TTB,TT,C,TDD
WRITE (9,6) MP,DP,D2,TTA,TTB,TT,C,TDD
WRITE (6,25) (PPD(I),PPF(I),PPZ(I),PPB(I),I=1,2)
WRITE (9,25) (PPD(I),PPF(I),PPZ(I),PPB(I),I=1,2)
WRITE (6,41) M(3)
WRITE (9,41) M(3)
WRITE (6,61)
WRITE (9,61)

61 FORMAT ('-','SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR POPULATION CHARACTERIZING VALID C HIERARCHIES')
WRITE (6,67) K
WRITE (9,67) K

67 FORMAT ('NO. OF SAMPLES GENERATED',4X,I4,'/10',4X,'SAMPLES REJECT CD DUE TO ERRORS OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES','/6X,'ERROR TYPE',5X,'BRIEF CT DESCRIPTIONS',21X,'FPQ')
WRITE (6,68) IEE(2),ICC(9),KNN(10)
WRITE (9,68) IIE(2),ICC(9),KNN(10)

68 FORMAT ('10X','A','T','X','FPO',36X,I3,'/11X','B',7X,'INT. EST. NOT IN C(0,1) NOT ADDED','/2X,I3',7X,'B','B','T','X','OR OF P20,P21... EQ. ZEPPO',
C16.3)
WRITE (6,69) KHN(9),K10X,KNN(10)
WRITE (9,69) KHN(9),K10X,KNN(10)

69 FORMAT ('10X','D7.1X','OFF',10,2,2,0) RANGE IN ITERATION',8X,I3,'/11X',C11X,'/7X','NO CONVERGENCE WHEN 10 ITER. COMPLETED',3X,I3,'/11X',C11X,'/7X','OFF',-0.05,1.05) OR ERR. VAR. FOR P2 <0.1',I1I3)
WRITE (6,108) KHN(9),K11I,KNN(12)
WRITE (9,108) KHN(9),K11I,KNN(12)

108 FORMAT ('10X','SUPP. INFO. ON TYPE F PPSP',19X,'VAR. P2 <0.1:',
C11I,19X,'P2<0.05','/5X','B','B','T','X','P2>1.05 ','/6I3')
WRITE (6,101) KHN(10)
WRITE (9,101) KNN(10)

101 FORMAT ('10X','D7.1X','EXTRA PARM. ESTIMATES',
C11X,'/8X','I3)
WRITE (6,70) KHN(9),K10X,KSS
WRITE (9,70) KHN(9),K10X,KSS

70 FORMAT ('TOTAL NO. OF SAMPLES REJECTED',36X,I4,'/1X','NO. OF SAMPLES USED TO INFERENCE POPULATION VALIDITY',17X,'/4)
WRITE (6,71)
WRITE (9,71)

71 FORMAT ('DECISION CRITERIA (CONF. INT.)',1X,5X,'95X',12X,'90X',
C12X,'85X',12X,'80X',12X,'75X',12X,'70X')
WRITE (6,72) (HJ(L),MJP(L),L=1,6)
WRITE (9,72) (HJ(L),MJP(L),L=1,6)

72 FORMAT ('CORRECT DECISIONS (AND %)',6X,'6(1X,I4,'(',F6.2,'%))
WRITE (6,73) (HJ(L),MJP(L),L=1,6)
WRITE (9,73) (HJ(L),MJP(L),L=1,6)

73 FORMAT ('INCORRECT DECISIONS (AND %)',6X,'6(1X,I4,'(',F6.2,'%))
WRITE (6,74) (KSS,L=1,6) - 112 -
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78 FORMAT ('** TOTAL NO. OF DECISIONS (AND %) **, 1X, 6(1X, I4, 1X) (100.00%)')

GO TO 88

100 WRITE (2) , KMM (9), KMM (10), K10K, KMM (10), WHY
DC 79 L=1, 6
NJF (L)=100*FLOAT (NJ (L))/FLOAT (KSS)
NJF (L)=100*FLOAT (NJ (L))/FLOAT (KSS)

79 CONTINUE
WRITE (6, 15) NP1, D1, NP2, D2, TTA, TTB, TTD
WRITE (9, 15) NP1, D1, NP2, D2, TTA, TTB, TTD
WRITE (6, 25) PP0 (I), PP1 (I), PP2 (I), PPB (I), I=1, 2
WRITE (9, 25) PP0 (I), PP1 (I), PP2 (I), PPB (I), I=1, 2
WRITE (6, 41) K
WRITE (9, 41) K

WRITE (6, 64)
WRITE (6, 68)
WRITE (6, 69)
WRITE (6, 70)
WRITE (6, 71)
WRITE (6, 72)
WRITE (6, 73)
WRITE (6, 74)
WRITE (6, 77) K

64 FORMAT ('** SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR POPULATION CHARACTERISING INVAR
CID HHHHCHH')
WRITE (6, 67) K
WRITE (9, 67) K
WRITE (6, 68) IZZ (2), ICC (9), INN (10)
WRITE (9, 68) IZZ (2), ICC (9), INN (10)
WRITE (6, 69) KMM (9), K10K, KMM (10)
WRITE (9, 69) KMM (9), K10K, KMM (10)
WRITE (6, 108) KMM (9), K10K, KMM (11), K10K
WRITE (9, 108) KMM (9), K10K, KMM (11), K10K
WRITE (6, 101) NY
WRITE (9, 101) NY
WRITE (6, 70) MT, KSS
WRITE (9, 70) MT, KSS
WRITE (6, 71)
WRITE (9, 71)
WRITE (6, 72) (NJ (L), NJP (L), L=1, 6)
WRITE (9, 72) (NJ (L), NJP (L), L=1, 6)
WRITE (6, 73) (NJ (L), NJP (L), L=1, 6)
WRITE (9, 73) (NJ (L), NJP (L), L=1, 6)
WRITE (6, 74) (KSS, L=1, 6)
WRITE (9, 74) (KSS, L=1, 6)

88 WRITE (6, 15) NP1, D1, D2, TTA, TTB, TTD
WRITE (9, 15) NP1, D1, D2, TTA, TTB, TTD
WRITE (6, 25) PP0 (I), PP1 (I), PP2 (I), PPB (I), I=1, 2
WRITE (9, 25) PP0 (I), PP1 (I), PP2 (I), PPB (I), I=1, 2
WRITE (6, 41) K
WRITE (9, 41) K
IF (J.EQ.2) WRITE (6, 60)
IF (J.EQ.2) WRITE (9, 60)
IF (J.EQ.1) WRITE (6, 61)
IF (J.EQ.1) WRITE (9, 61)
WRITE (6, 77) K
WRITE (9, 77) K

77 FORMAT ('** NO. OF SAMPLES GENERATED **, 20X, I4)
WRITE (6, 89) M11, M22
WRITE (9, 89) M11, M22
WRITE (6, 89) M11, M22, M12
WRITE (9, 89) M11, M22, M12
WRITE (6, 95) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2
WRITE (9, 95) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2
WRITE (6, 96) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2
WRITE (9, 96) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2

89 FORMAT ('** IND. VALID **, 10X, 2(I4, 6X), 1X, 'IND. INVALID **, 10X, 2(I4, 6X)
WRITE (6, 95) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2
WRITE (9, 95) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2
WRITE (6, 96) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2
WRITE (9, 96) N0CC, N0K1, N0K2, N0J1, N0J2

96 FORMAT ('** WE VARIANCE **, 10X, 2(I4, 6X)
- 113 -
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C1, /1X,'IND. INVALID',10X,2(I4,6X)
WRITE(6,63) NRK, NJC1, NJC2, NJC1, NJC2
WRITE(9,63) NRK, NJC1, NJC2, NJC1, NJC2

63 FORMAT(*',*NO. OF PSEUDO CONVERGENT CASES',/10X,14.',/1X,'IND. VA
CLID',10X,2(I4,6X),/1X,'IND. INVALID',8X,2(I4,6X))
WRITE(6,66) ZMN(10), NJP1, NJP2, BNP1, BNP2
WRITE(9,66) ZMN(10), NJP1, NJP2, BNP1, BNP2

66 FORMAT(*',*NO. OF CASES P20 OF P21 ETC. = 0 ',/10X,14.',/1X,'IND.
CVALID',10X,2(I4,6X),/1X,'IND. INVALID',8X,2(I4,6X))
WRITE(6,81) NM, NJY1, NJY2, NJY1, NJY2
WRITE(9,81) NM, NJY1, NJY2, NJY1, NJY2

81 FORMAT(*',*NO. OF EXTREME PARM. EST. = */10X,14.',/1X,'IND. VALID
C',10X,2(I4,6X),/1X,'IND. INVALID',10X,2(I4,6X))
WRITE(6,85) IGE(2), L=1,3
WRITE(9,85) IGE(2), L=1,3

65 FORMAT(*',*NO. OF F=0 CASES',/10X,14.',/1X,'IND. INVALID',8X,2(I
C4,6X))
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2
NJIT=NJ1-NJH1-NJH1-NJH2-NJH2

97 FORMAT(*',*CAN ONLY CLAIM',2X,'IND. VALID',5X,2(I4,6X),/1X,'CAN
COMLY CLAIM',2X,'IND. INVALID',5X,2(I4,6X))

30 CONTINUE
C** FIRST LOOP COMPLETED
WRITE(6,31)
WRITE(9,31)

31 FORMAT(11,10(' '))
STOP
END

C****
SUBROUTINE GEN(P0,P1,P2,PB,TA,TA,TB,TC,TD,IS,IC,IT)
C**** SUBROUTINE GEN TO GENERATE RANDOM SAMPLES ACCORDING TO SPECIFIED
C**** POPULATION PARAMETERS:
REAL*R P0,P1,P2,PB,TA,TA,TB,TC,TD
COMMON AP,AE,AD,BP,BE,BD,CY,CD
INTEGER AP,AE,AD,BP,BE,BD,CY,CD
C** ALLOCATE MEMORY SPACE FOR 313 TABLE, QUESTIONS AT 2 SKILL LEVELS,
C** PROBABILITIES OF CORRECTNESS AND TALLIES OF SCORES OF THE QUESTIONS
DIRECTION P(3,3),A(4),J(4),IC(10),TE(2)
C** SET E=0 & F=0 COUNTERS TO ZPF0
IE(1)=0
IE(2)=0
C** INITIALIZE COUNTERS ON OFF RANGE P & PN-TA VALUES
DO 55 I=1,10
IC(I)=0
55 CONTINUE
C** SET THE 313 TABLE INITIALLY WITH ZEROS
DO 300 J=1,1
DO 300 K=1,1
M(J,K)=0
300 CONTINUE
C** SET UP CRITERIA FOR COMPARING WITH NUMBER TO BE GENERATED.
RA=P0+1
RB=P0+1+2
C** DETERMINE THE TRUE STATE OF SKILL POSSESSION FOR EACH SUBJECT
305 DO 310 K=1,N
CALL RANDIT(IS,IS)
IF (R.LT.P0) GO TO 320
IF (R.LT.RB) GO TO 330
IF (R.LT.RB) GO TO 340
C** THIS SUBJECT possesses both skills
C** HIS CHANCES OF ANSWERING CORRECTLY ARE AS FOLLOW
A(1)=TA
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A(2)=TA
A(3)=TC
A(4)=TC
GO TO 350

**THIS SUBJECT POSS sess NEITHER OF THE SKILLS**

320 A(1)=B
A(2)=TR
A(3)=TD
A(4)=TD
GO TO 350

**THIS SUBJECT POS sessES OF SKILL 1 ONLY**

330 A(1)=TA
A(2)=TA
A(3)=TD
A(4)=TD
GO TO 350

**THIS SUBJECT HAS ONLY SKILL 2**

340 A(1)=TR
A(2)=TR
A(3)=TC
A(4)=TC

C=====

C====== GENERATE RANDOM NO. TO DETERMINE IF QUESTIONS ARE CORRECTLY ANSWERED
C======

350 DO 360 I=1,4
    CALL BANDN(IS,IR,R)
C=====

C==== WHEN A(I) IS GT OR EQ P ANSWER ASSUMED CORRECT
C==== IF (P-A(C)) 370,370,380

370 J(C)=1
GO TO 360

380 J(C)=0
360 CONTINUE

C==== ADD 1 TO THE SUM OF SCORES TO CHANGE ORIGIN FROM 0 TO 1
C==== K=J(1)+J(2)+1
C==== L=J(3)+J(4)+1
C====

C==== ENTER THE SCORES INTO THE CELLS OF THE TABLE
C==== H(K,L)=H(K,L)+1

310 CONTINUE

C==== REMAIN THE CELLS ACCORDING TO MARGINAL FREQUENCIES SYMBOLS
C=====

AP=H(3,1)
AT=H(3,2)
AD=H(3,3)
BP=H(2,1)
BE=H(2,2)
BD=H(2,3)
CP=H(1,1)
CD=H(1,2)
CD=H(1,3)

C==== MARGINAL FREQUENCIES OF 3 X 3 CONTINGENCY TABLE FROM SUBROUTINE GEN
C==== AA=AP+AE+AD
C==== B=BF+BE+BD
C==== C=CF+CE+CD
C==== D=AD+BD+CD
C==== E=AE+BE+CT
C==== F=AF+BF+CF
C====

C==== CHECK IF MARGINAL COL TOTAL P=0 OR NOT
C==== IF(E LEQ 0.) IF(1)=1
C====

C==== CHECK IF MARGINAL COLUMN TOTAL P=0 OR NOT
C==== IF(E LEQ 0.) IF(2)=1
C==== IF(2Z(2).GE.0.) GOTO 50
C====

C==== PARAMETER ASSUMPTIONS OF SCM MODEL =P(T),THETA(B),THETA(C)
PZ=0.
TB=0.
TC=1.
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THREE PARAMETERS ASSUMED FIVE OTHER ONES CALCULATED AS FOLLOW

TA = (2*AA)/(2*AA+B)
T0 = E/(E+2*F)
P0 = L = 1 - ((1+2*F)**2)/(AA*N)
P1 = (2*AA+B)**2/(AA*N) - PB
P0 = 1 - (P1 + PB)

IF ((PO.LT.0).OR.(PO.GT.1)) IC(1) = 1
IF ((PL.LT.0).OR.(PL.GT.1)) IC(2) = 1
IF ((PU.LT.0).OR.(PU.GT.1)) IC(3) = 1
IF ((PB.LT.0).OR.(PB.GT.1)) IC(4) = 1
IF ((TA.LT.0).OR.(TA.GT.1)) IC(5) = 1
IF ((TB.LT.0).OR.(TB.GT.1)) IC(6) = 1
IF ((TC.LT.0).OR.(TC.GT.1)) IC(7) = 1
IF ((TD.LT.0).OR.(TD.GT.1)) IC(8) = 1
DO 60 I = 1, N
IF (IC(3).EQ.1) IC(9) = 1
60 CONTINUE
50 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MAX
SUBROUTINE MAX (PO, P1, P2, PB, PA, TL, TC, TD, ZF, JM, IF, KM, KN, K10, K1, J1, K5)
IMPLICIT REAL (A-Z)
INTEGER JM, IN, K1, K2, K10, K5, IFLAG, IND, AST(8), NY
REAL TN
INTEGER J1, J2, KM, KN, K10, KS, IFLAG, IND, AST(8), NY
REAL TN
INTEGER J1, J2, KM, KN, K10, KS, IFLAG, IND, AST(8), NY
REAL TN
DATA AST, J1, J2, KM, KN, K10, KS, IFLAG, IND, AST(8), NY
DOUBLE PRECISION DBR, DBOR
DIMENSION S(7), ST(7, 1), P(7, 1), A(7), P1(8), P2(7)
DIMENSION H(7, 7), L(7, 7), P(7, 9), HR(7), PZ(10), P1(9)
DIMENSION ZM(6), ZN(10), KM(12), KN(10), Z(6)
INTEGER I, J, K, J1, J2, KM, KN, K10
EQUIVALENCE (S(1), ST(1, 1))
INTEGER AP, A1, A2, B, BP, BE, BD, CE, CD
COMMON AP, A1, A2, B, BP, BE, BD, CE, CD, K

K10 = 1 TO INDICATE NO CONVERGENCE AT END OF 10 ITERATIONS
K5 = 1 TO INDICATE SUCCESSFUL CONVERGENCE
K10 = 0
K5 = 0

VECT0P IN STROPS COUNTS OF ERROR OF TYPE P*P=0, IN(10) A FLAG
KN STROPS FREQU. OF P & THETA VALUES OF (-0.5, 1, 5) RANGE DURING ITERATIONS
KN (9) BEING INDICATOR TO CHECK FOR EXIT FROM ITERATIONS
KN STROPS COUNT OF OFF RANGE (-0.5, 1.05) FOR P & THETA VALUES, AND
ALSO TEST SS ERROR FOR PZ BEING CO

DO 5 = 1, 10
P2(1) = 0
IN(1) = 0
KN(1) = 0
KN(2) = 0
5 CONTINUE

DO 1 = 1, 7
HR(1) = 0
1 CONTINUE

IFLAG = 0
BCC = 0
LOC = 0
LOC = 0
1 CONTINUE

FIRST OF ALL, SET INDICATOR TO ASSURE INVALIDITY
DO 209 K = 1, 6
JQ(1) = 0
209 CONTINUE

JJ = 10, OF ITERATIONS
DO 199 JJ = 10
TTA = 1 - 2A
TTB = 1 - 2B
199 CONTINUE
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PROBABILITIES OF A RANDOMLY SELECTED SUBJECT BEING CLASSIFIED INTO EACH OF 3X3 TABLE

P20 = P0 * TBS * TDD * P1 * TAS * TDS + P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAS * TCC
P21 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDD + P1 * TAS * TEB + TDS + 2 * P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAS * TCC
12 * P0 * TBS * TCC
P22 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDS + P1 * TAS * TDS + P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAS * TCS
P10 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDD + P1 * TAS * TEB + TDS + 2 * P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAS * TCC
12 * P0 * TAAS * TCS
P11 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDD + P1 * TAAS * TEB + TDS + 2 * P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAAS * TCC
12 * P0 * TAAS * TCC
P12 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDS + P1 * TAAS * TEB + TDS + 2 * P2 * TBS * TCS + PB * TAAS * TCS
P01 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDD + P1 * TAAS * TEB + TDS + 2 * P2 * TBS * TCS + PB * TAAS * TCS
12 * P0 * TAAS
P02 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDS + P1 * TAAS * TDS + P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAAS
P0 = P0 * TBS * TEB * TDD + P1 * TAAS * TEB + TDS + 2 * P2 * TBS * TCC + PB * TAAS

DO IN I = 1, 9
PP (I) = 1 / ABS (PP (I))
143 CONTINUE
DO IN I = 1, 9
TP (PP (I), LT, 1, 0.001 - 10) IN (I) = 1
145 CONTINUE
DO IN I = 1, 9
TP (IN (I), EQ, 1) IN (10) = 1
10 CONTINUE
IF (IN (10), EQ, 1) GOTO 61
GOTO 62
61 WRITE (9, 56) (J1, J2, K1, A, A, A, B, B, B, B, C, C, D, (Pi (I), I = 1, C = 8), JJ)
WRITE (9, 57) (PP (I), I = 1, 9)
WRITE (9, 58) (HR (I), I = 1, 9, D)
WRITE (9, 59) P0, P1, P2, PB, PA, TA, TB, TC, TD
WRITE (9, 32) (P22 (LJ), LJ = 1, 10)
32 FORMAT (' I4 ', 5 * I1, T, 5 (D15.7), /, 1X, 11X, 5 (D15.7))
IF (K1, LJ = 25) GOTO 16
GOTO 11
16 WRITE (6, 56) (J1, J2, K1, A, A, A, B, B, B, B, C, C, D, (Pi (I), I = 1, C = 8), JJ)
WRITE (6, 57) (PP (I), I = 1, 9)
57 FORMAT (' I4 ', 2 * I1, T, 5 (D12.4, 1X))
WRITE (6, 58) (HR (I), I = 1, 7, D)
58 FORMAT (' I4 ', 3 * I1, T, 5 (D15.7), D12.4)
WRITE (6, 59) P0, P1, P2, PB, PA, TA, TB, TC, TD
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DO 39 J=1,7
PP(J)=ABS(P(J,11))
IF (PP(J) .GT. 1.005) NY=1
39 CONTINUE

IF (NY.EQ.1) GOTO 40
GOTO 42

40 WRITE(9,69) AST(J1),K1,AP,AE,AD,BF,BS,BD,CF,CE,CD,(PI(I),I=1,8),J1
WRITE(9,57) (PP(I),I=1,9)
WRITE(9,58) (HR(I),I=1,7),D
WRITE(9,59) PO,P1,P2,PS,TA,TA,TC,TD
WRITE(9,32) (PZZ(LT),LT=1,10)
IF (K1.LT.25) GOTO 40
GOTO 47

48 WRITE(6,69) AST(J1),K1,AP,AE,AD,BF,BS,BD,CF,CE,CD,(PI(I),I=1,8),J1
WRITE(6,57) (PP(I),I=1,9)
WRITE(6,58) (HR(I),I=1,7),D
WRITE(6,59) PO,P1,P2,PS,TA,TA,TC,TD
WRITE(6,32) (PZZ(LT),LT=1,10)

47 IX(10)=0
KN(9)=0
KN(10)=0
K10=0
KS=0
MOC=0
LOR=0
MOK=0
GOTO 239

42 IF (IFLAG.EQ.1) GOTO 45
IF (PO.LT.-1.0),OP=(PO.GT.2.0) KN(1)=1
IF (P1.LT.-1.0),OP=(P1.GT.2.0) KN(2)=1
IF (P2.LT.-1.0),OP=(P2.GT.2.0) KN(3)=1
IF (PB.LT.-1.0),OP=(PB.GT.2.0) KN(4)=1
IF (TA.LT.-1.0),OP=(TA.GT.2.0) KN(5)=1
IF (TB.LT.-1.0),OP=(TB.GT.2.0) KN(6)=1
IF (TC.LT.-1.0),OP=(TC.GT.2.0) KN(7)=1
IF (TD.LT.-1.0),OP=(TD.GT.2.0) KN(8)=1
DO 20 I=1,8
IF (KN(I).EQ.1) KN(9)=1
20 CONTINUE
IF (KN(9).EQ.1) GOTO 49
GOTO 50

49 IFLAG=1
IF (KN(9).EQ.1) IND=AST(3)
IF (KN(10).EQ.1) IND=AST(5)
IF (K10.EQ.1) IND=AST(6)
WRITE(9,56) AST(J1),IND,K1,AP,AE,AD,BF,BS,BD,CF,CE,CD,(PI(I),I=1,8)

C,JJ
WRITE(9,57) (PP(I),I=1,9)
WRITE(9,58) (HR(I),I=1,7),D
WRITE(9,59) PO,P1,P2,PS,TA,TA,TC,TD
WRITE(9,32) (PZZ(LT),LT=1,10)
IF (K1.LT.25) GOTO 26
GOTO 29

26 WRITE(6,56) AST(J1),IND,K1,AP,AE,AD,BF,BS,BD,CF,CE,CD,(PI(I),I=1,8)

C,JJ
WRITE(6,57) (PP(I),I=1,9)
WRITE(6,58) (HR(I),I=1,7),D
WRITE(6,59) PO,P1,P2,PS,TA,TA,TC,TD
WRITE(6,32) (PZZ(LT),LT=1,10)
29 IF (J1.GT.5) GOTO 239
GOTO 45

50 DO 198 K=1,7
A(K)=DABS(C(K,1))
IF (A(K).GT.0.001).AND.((J1.EQ.10)) GOTO 25
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IF (A(K).GT..001) GO TO 45
198 CONTINUE
GOTO 506
25 K10=1
GOTO 49
506 IF (P0.LT.-0.05).OR.(P0.GT.1.05)) KM(1)=1
IF (P1.LT.-0.05).OR.(P1.GT.1.05)) KM(2)=1
IF (P2.LT.-0.05).OR.(P2.GT.1.05)) KM(3)=1
IF (P3.LT.-0.05).OR.(P3.GT.1.05)) KM(4)=1
IF (P4.LT.-0.05).OR.(P4.GT.1.05)) KM(5)=1
IF (PB.LT.-0.05).OR.(PB.GT.1.05)) KM(6)=1
IF (WC.LT.-0.05).OR.(WC.GT.1.05)) KM(7)=1
IF (TD.LT.-0.05).OR.(TD.GT.1.05)) KM(8)=1
IF (K(3,3).LT.0.) KM(9)=1
IF (P2.LT.-0.05) KM(11)=1
IF (P2.GT.1.05) KM(12)=1
DO 46 I=1,9
IF (KM(5).EQ.1) KM(10)=1
46 CONTINUE
IF (KM(10).EQ.1) GOTO 49
K8=1
SQ=DSQRT(M3,3))
DO 208 K=1,6
Z(K)=XK(K)*SQ
IF (P2.LF.Z(K)) JK(K)=1
208 CONTINUE
GOTO 49
45 IF (JJ.EQ.5) GOTO 12
GOTO 199
12 WRITE(9,56) SS(JJ),AST(JJ),K1,AP,AF,AD,AE,EF,EB,BF,CE,CS,CD,P1(I),I=1
C8,8),8J)
WRITE(9,57) PP(I),I=1,9
WRITE(9,58) HH(I),I=1,7),D
WRITE(9,59) PO,P1,P2,PB,TB,TC,TD
WRITE(9,87) (C(K,1),K=1,7)
IF (K1.LT.25) GOTO 60
GOTO 63
60 WRITE(6,56) SS(JJ),AST(JJ),K1,AP,AE,AD,AE,EF,EB,BF,CE,CS,CD,P1(I),I=1
C8,8),8J)
WRITE(6,57) PP(I),I=1,9
WRITE(6,58) HH(I),I=1,7),D
WRITE(6,59) PO,P1,P2,PB,TB,TC,TD
WRITE(6,87) (C(K,1),K=1,7)
87 FORMAT('15.5,2X,3(D12.9,1X),13X,4(D12.9,1X)
63 DO 13 K=1,7
IF (C(K,1).GT..001) GOTO 1a
13 CONTINUE
GOTO 15
1a NCC=1
GOTO 17
15 IF (H(3,3).LT.0.) GOTO 24
DO 27 K=1,7
A(K)=DABS(C(K,1))
IF (A(K).GT..001) NOK=1
27 CONTINUE
SQ=DSQRT(H(3,3))
Z1=1.96*SQ
Z2=1.65*SQ
IF (P2-P1)18,18,19
18 JV1=1
GOTO 21
19 JV1=0
21 IF (P2-P2)22,22,23
22 JV2=1
GOTO 17
23 JV2=0
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SUBROUTINE MINV

PURPOSE

INVERT A MATRIX

USAGE

CALL MINV(A,H,D,L,F)

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS

A - INPUT MATRIX, DESTROYED IN COMPUTATION AND REPLACED BY
   RESULTANT INVERSE.

H - ORDER OF MATRIX A

D - RESULTANT DETERMINANT

L - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N

F - WORK VECTOR OF LENGTH N

REMARKS

MATRIX A MUST BE A GENERAL MATRIX

SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED

NOD

METHOD

THE STANDARD GAUSS-JORDAN METHOD IS USED. THE DETERMINANT
IS ALSO CALCULATED. A DETERMINANT OF ZERO INDICATES THAT
THE MATRIX IS SINGULAR.

SUBROUTINE MINV(A,H,D,L,F)
DIMENSION A(1),L(1),H(1)

IF A DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS ROUTINE IS DESIRED, THE
C IN COLUMN 1 SHOULD BE REMOVED FROM THE DOUBLE PRECISION
STATEMENT WHICH FOLLOWS.

DOUBLE PRECISION A,D,H,F,L

THE C MUST ALSO BE REMOVED FROM DOUBLE PRECISION STATEMENTS
APPEARING IN OTHER ROUTINES USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THIS
ROUTINE.

THE DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE MUST ALSO
CONTAIN DOUBLE PRECISION FORTRAN FUNCTIONS. ABS IN STATEMENT
10 MUST BE CHANGED TO DBABS.
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SEARCH FOR LARGEST ELEMENT

D=1.0
M=M-1
DO 80 K=1,N
M=M+1
L(K)=K
M(K)=K
MM=MM+K
BIGA=A(KK)
DO 20 J=K,N
IZ=IZ+J
DO 20 I=K,N
IZ=IZ+J
10 IF(DABS(BIGA)-DABS(A(IJ))) 15,20,20
15 BIGA=A(IJ)
L(K)=I
M(K)=J
20 CONTINUE

INTERCHANGE ROWS

J=I(K)
IF(J-I) 35,35,25
25 IF=I
DO 30 I=1,N
I3=I+K
MOLD=A(IJ)
J=I3-K-J
A(KK)=A(JJ)
30 A(JJ)=MOLD

INTERCHANGE COLUMNS

35 I=I(K)
IF(I-J) 45,45,38
38 JP=I(J-1)
DO 40 J=1,F
JP=JP+J
40 A(JJ)=MOLD

DIVIDE COLUMN BY MINUS PIVOT (VALUE OF PIVOT ELEMENT IS
CONTAINED IN BIGA)

45 IF(BIGA) 48,46,48
46 D=0.0
RETURN
48 DO 55 I=1,N
IF(I-K) 50,55,50
50 IX=M+I
BIGA=I (IX)(-BIGA)
55 CONTINUE

REDUCE MATRIX

DO 65 I=1,N
DNK=IX
MOLD=A(IX)
IJ=I-IX
DO 65 J=1,N
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INIT = IJ+N
IF (I-K) 60, 65, 60
60 IF (J-K) 62, 65, 62
62 KJ = IJ + K
A (IJ) = BOLD*A (KJ) + A (IJ)
65 CONTINUE

DIVIDE FOR BY PIVOT

KJ = K-N
DO 70 J = 1, N
KJ = KJ - N
IF (J-K) 70, 75, 70
70 A (KJ) = A (KJ) / BGA
75 CONTINUE

PRODUCT OF PIVOTS

D = D * BGA

PLACE PIVOT BY RECIPROCAL

A (KJ) = 1.0 / BGA
80 CONTINUE

FINAL ROW AND COLUMN INTERCHANGE

K = N
100 K = (K - 1)
IF (K) 150, 150, 105
105 I = L (K)
IF (J-K) 120, 120, 108
108 J = N - (K - 1)
J = J - (J - 1)
DO 110 J = 1, N
110 A (J) = BOLD
120 J = K
IF (J-K) 100, 100, 125
125 K = K - N
DO 130 I = 1, N
130 A (I) = BOLD
130 A (J) = BOLD
GO TO 100
150 RETURN

SUBROUTINE RANDU (IX, IY, YFL)
IX = IX + 65539
IF (IX) 5, 6, 6
5 IY = IY + 2147483647 + 1
6 YFL = YFL + 46566132 - 9
RETURN
END
ABSTRACT

of

A Study of a Technique for
Validating Learning Hierarchies

A probabilistic technique for validating learning hierarchies was studied using a subset of an original set of hypothetical populations. This technique, called MAX, was developed by Owston. It was based upon the White & Clark Model of learning hierarchies and also was based on the maximum likelihood method of parameter estimation.

Various error types were identified in Owston's computer program in which he implemented the MAX technique. These error types were grouped into three categories. The first category is related to problems causing computer interruptions. The second category is associated with non-convergence of estimates. The third category is related to improperly converging estimates.

Two modified procedures, A and B, were developed. Procedure A was identical to the original procedure, except that the identified errors were considered. Procedure B was designed to improve upon procedure A. Ten rather than five
iterations were used, in procedure B, for the parameter estimation process; also, extra levels of confidence intervals were used.

The results obtained from using procedure A were compared with the corresponding results obtained by Owston. Differences in results were found, which cause one to question the conclusions made by Owston regarding the use of the MAX technique.

Results obtained from using procedure A were then compared with those obtained in procedure B. It was found that B was a better procedure for implementing the MAX technique.